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Further Returns Are Being Trouble on Ship New Jersey Washington Believes It Will Declares Speer Supporters Refugees
Flocking Over Bor-- j Opinion Is Expected to Be Santa Fe Darn No. 80 Insti- Received Showing Vote
Be a Stunt Worth While
at Saloniki Flying Amer- Threatened to Hold Up
der in Brewster County,
Handed Down Latter
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ican Flag
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Have Several Murders On Their Boycott Declared by Dockmen Provision for Arizona Revenues
Speaker of House Declares Customs House Officials Puzzled Court Completes Hearing
Hands But Mystery Surr Docket; Will Adjourn
on Boats of Archipelago
to July 1, 1912, but
What to Do With Horses
Charge Personal Reflecrounds Them.
Line.
None for Ustion or. Him.
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Corrected returns received here tothat sixteen counties give
a majority for the constitution of
With the vote of San Juan
county, of only 2G8 against the constitution, the total is still as satisfactory as announced on election night
by the New Mexican. The total vote
cast by those sixteen counties is
day show

15,-42-

The counties of San Miguel, Torrance and Colfax were heard from today and the vote by precincts is as
follows:

Torrance.
For. Against.
Tajique

Torreon

...

66
78
94
10
29
110
50
45
20
38
31
21
15
17
64
29
23
740

.'

Manzano
Cienega
Punta de Agua
Willard

Estancia
Moriarty

Palma
Duran
Pinos Wells
Eneino
Abo

Lucia

Mountainair
Mcintosh

Jaramillo
Totals
Majority

for

5

59
38
11
532

6
15

28

23
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18
236
315
10
11
31
56
14
85
159
7

Trinchera
Black Lake

..:

Chico
Vermejo

Brilliant
Springer

Dawson
Catskill
Red Lake
Blossburg

16

.1
63
11
25
45
.

6
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25
3

31
6
37

8

J
22
60

Tinaja

8

20
24

9
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22
32

........

9
2

89
9

...

Totals

4
1
2

26
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89
79
2055

31
9
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Majority for 1570.
San Miguel.
San Miguel
35
La Cuesta
93
Las Vegas, south
111
Tecolote
70
Las Vegas, north
202
Las Vegas, central ... 187
San Antonio
39
Las Vegas, uper
55
Pecos
74
26
Chaperito
San Geronimo
37
Rowe
42
Rociada
30
32
Sapello
Las Manuelitas
35
Union
31
San Patricio
14
San Lorenzo (no election)
28
McKinley
San Juan
20
51
Casa Colorada
Sabinosa
56
San Jose
108
La Liendce
49

Pena Blanca

'

8

11
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44-
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23
13
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10
2

28
16
12
3

8

28
7
14
25
7
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39
27
13
37
39
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27

22

29
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.
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Puertecito

49

El Pueblo
Los Vigiles
San Isidro
Las Gallinas
Penasco Blanco
El Cerritto
Los Torres
Tecolotito
Bernal
Canon Largo
Romeroville
Los Fuertes
Ojitos Frios
El Agula
Emplazado
Hot Springs

39

Trementina
Agua Zarca

27
7
33
17
66
66

30
28
12

Los Alamos
San Pablo
Chaves
East Las Vegas
Canon de Manuelitas

23

-

9
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'
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2
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14
14
7
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28
21
7
34
44
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16
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19
27
50
21
18
2780
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ditions
are serious as robbers are op ing;
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to most readers and speakers
supporter, and the statement of Mr.
miliar
Case Xo. 13G3. The Huston Lumthorities acted promptly and placed
An absence of a similar motion for Judkin was a charge against every erating freely and no provisions are
of the English language but Santa Fe
in the revolutionary ber Company, appellant, vs.
Kerim Agha, the dictator of the or- New Mexico indicates that New Mexreceived
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Harry learned a new
Speer man unless he divulged the
meaning of the word
Xeal, et al., appellees.
Argued and last
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submitted.
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time.
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,
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FOR
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GOVERNOR
appellee,
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22 More Than Santa Fe.
members of Dam No. PI, the Inde-- j
Judkins Hedges.
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appellant; appeal from district
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Washington,
pendent
28.
Jan.
Denver,
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Later, under a He Must Take Bitter Medicine Unless court,
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bitionists.
though no warrant for this is found in
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Eight More Than Santa Fe.
Case No. 1303. The Colorado
that he was told, if he did not
ing
the shipping registers.
Rock Springs, Wyoming has 5.07S,
tection of the orphans and lending aid
"support certain measures and a
Company, appellant, vs. Chas.
Austin, Texas, Jan. 2s!. It appears
to the oppressed.
compared with 4.3C7 in 1900.
If 1. Fields, appellee.
man" his bills would be killed. that the pros who are in the
Motion for a reROCK PILE IS GOOD
majority
has 8,408, compared
The institution of the 'ioal lodge,
overruled.
In
hearing
both houses of the legislature proDeadlock Continues.
MEDICINE FOR TRAMPS. with 5,539 in I9uu.
house or dam, took plae at the Elks'
Case
No.
13(15.
George S. Klock.
Denver, Jan. 28. There were only pose to make certain politicians get
Rich Hill, Mo., Decreases 2,000.
vs. Edward A. Mann, appel-jlee- . rooms and lasted from S ttnt.il 1 no
Dollar's Worth of Service in Cracking
Jan. 2S. Announce- minor changes in the Democratic active in opposition to the liquor traf- appellant,
m.
Washington,
Kloek p.
ment was made by the census bureau vote of the U. S. senate today, there fic or cut off a number of political was Argued and submitted.
Stone for Dollar's Worth
Professional
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Mann
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atdisplaced
by
district
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that the 1910 population of Rich Hill, being no election. The Republicans heads. While the pros have the maarm in arm and there was not one
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and
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are
not
their
to
Mo., was 2,755, compared with 4,053
jority they
strong enough Valencia counties and
strength
Reaver admitted who is not nn earnest
brought
C. C. Dawson, who received 30 votes. numerically to pass liquor
tpio worker like
legislation warranto
the beaver who swims the
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 28. San in 1900.
to
test
Mann's
proceedings
Of the Democrats, Speer received 25, over the governor's veto.
But in an
Cutting Down Naval Expenses.
Antonio's rock pile as a Means of
to the office. Iiy stipulation, the muddy waters and stems the tide nf
title
effort to force the governor and some case was
Washington, Jan. 2S. The approp- Adams 18.
at once removed to the ap- streams. It seemed fitting therefore
clearing the city of vagrants is quite
of his political friends into some kind
as efficient as the police force. Judge riation bill repo'rted to the House tocourt
in order to secure a that each should wear a little gold
pellate
of a compromise, the pros declare
Buckley has decided that whenever an day by Chairman Foss of the Naval JACK JOHNSON AND
decision. It is believed that emblem of this ingenious and wonderspeedy
AL KAUFMAN TO MEET. they will redistrict the state tf Texas an opinion will be handed down
active little animal which has
itinerant is fined, the city must get Affairs committee, carries a total of
next fully
so as to sever the heads of four confurnished the name for such a large
a dollar's worth of service for every ?125,421,53S, six millions dollars less
week.
In the southern states
dollar's worth of fine. Heretofore, it than the current appropriation and Jack O'Brien Arranges for Six Round gressmen and also arrange the senaThe court then adjourned until 10
torial and legislative territories in o'clock
has been the custom of the court to two millions less than the estimates
" " , ramal' becoming known
Bout in City of Brotherly
this morning, and disposed of ... "
suen a manner as to give tne pros ine ;tne f 0
ii,,fine vagrants and suspend sentence submitted by the navy department.
in
Love.
iiui) rooms are beg
s
on the promise of the vag to "beat
requirea
majority in tne Case No l'if,9 D II. Pickering, et ing secured here as elsewhere and
Reciprocity Bill Introduced.
soon the Beavers will have a place to
it" out of town. Some left the city, Washington, Jan. 28. RepresentaNew York, Jan. 2S. A six round next legislature, inis peculiar polit- al., petitioners, vs. the Justice Court
ical situation complicates
matters of Precinct No. 2, of San Juan coun- rest after their hard day's work is
of course, but a great many sought tive McCall of Massachusetts, a mem- beut between Jack
Johnson and Al
over.
and promises to make life very stren- ty and S. Cunent,
another section and remained. Since ber of the ways and means committee Kaufman to take
in Philadeljustice of the peace
uous for Governor Colquitt and his therein,
Following the initiation the followthe sentence insures a turn on the today introduced in the House an ad- phia some time inplace
The
respondent.
petition was ing officers were
February has all
elected to serve for
stone pile, quite a thinning in the ministration bill to carry out the
the
friends,
governor
opposed
being
denied.
but been concluded. Johnson has ex
the state and in favor
ranks of the chronics has taken
Case No. 1304. Territory of New one year:
agreement With Canada. The pressed willingness, provided the to
Officers Elected.
of two congressmen at large, the late Mexico, vs. Lizzie McGrath, appelplace. Many, however, who refuse to bill was referred at once to the ways purse is big
enough, and it Is under-- !
President, E. P. Burke; vic prsl-dentake the court seriously are breaking and means committee.
stood that Jack O'Brien, who is pro- census giving a population entitling lant. Argued and submitted.
E. P. Da vies; past
stones, two perch constituting a day's
Case No. 1342. Ex parte, George
presidents,
Alaska Coal Lands Bill.
moting, has offered a satisfactory the state to two or more representaC. C. Closson, Thomas A.
work.
McCarthy,
Washington, Jan. 28 The Senate guarantee. Kaufman has been wired tives in the lower house of the na- E. Priest, et al., appellants, vs. The E. C. Abbott;
camF.
Edwin
chaplain.
Board of Trustees of the Town of
tional congress. During his
committee on public lands today au to, come east.
Coard;
MRS. LAURA SCHENK OUT
treasurer, John Pflueger: secpaign for the nomination, Governor Las Vegas, appellees.
thorized its chairman, Senator Nel-soKaufman on the Stage.
Argued and
retary, Manuel B. Otero; guide. Frank
UNDER $10,000 BAIL.
to report favorably the adminispeace submitted.
San Francisco, Jan. 28. Al Kauf- Colquitt advocated "political
The court then adjourned until P. Sturges; guardian. Vere
Boyle;
tration bill providing for the leasing man left here Tuesday for the East and legislative rest," but it seems
Joseph F. Collins; three trusSued for Divorce by Her Husband, of coal lands in Alaska.
Transpor with the announced intention of join- that, the pro element does not propose Monday, January 30. The docket is sentinel,
H.
B.
tees,
Cartwright, R. L. Cooper,
Who Also Asks for an
tation companies and their stockhold ing a burlesque and vaudeville com- to take him seriously in this matter practically disposed of and the court C. Vv'.
Fairfield; supreme district depers are to be barred from coal land pany at Wilkesbarre, Pa., on Mon- unless he shows a disposition to recog- will devote next week to opinions ex- Injunction.
uty. E. C. Abbott
0.,
nize that they are in the majority. In- nectinc to ndlonrn novt
'
operations by the measure. The In day night
"" t ' w- C.
Oestreich, president of the
Laura terstate Commerce Commission
is
dications just now point to some live- urday.
Wheeling, W. Va., Mrs.
Albuquerque Dam. presided and was
.
Farnsworth Schenk, who is charged delegated to fix the price at which EQUAL SUFFRAGE FOR
ly times ahead in the legislature and
assisted by Arnold B. Loken, vice
with attempting to poison her hus- the coal mined on leased lands may
WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA. the game of politics played to the LEGISLATORS DO NOT
president of the Albuquerque Dam,
TAKE KINDLY TO ATHLETIC?
band John O. Schenk, was released be sold or transported.
limit.
tnu supreme Representative B. E.
on
Indian Police Are Praised.
own recognizance today, the
Sacramento, Calif., Jan. 2S. The CARLSBAD VOTING ON
Hockaday of Memphis, Tennessee. Tin
Institu-tion27.
of
They
One
the
Jan.
at
Expect
bail being $10,000. A few minutes
State
Boys
Washington,
state senate, by a vote of 33 to 5,
organizer will remain, with the local
to Study Rather Than
CHANGE OF NAME TODAY
previous, she had been served with finest police forces in the United adopted Senator Bell's constitutional
Dam through their next,
to Play Ball.
meeting.
papers in a divorce action by her hus States is composed of Indians and is amendment
E. J. Manley and Elmer
Sayle were
l
band, in which it was stated that ap-- ! used t0 lteeP the redmen on the reser- upon women.conferring equal suffrage Sudden Death of Young Man
selected
to
swim
the "Muddy Waters"
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 27. The
plication will be made February 4 vations in order. The body of less
Majority for Constitution
for
the
benefit
of the charter cUss,
prominence given to the pink socked
for an injunction to restrain her from than one thousand trained redmen to
Almost 1,000.
athlete at the University of Texas affording much amusement for the'.'
which Uncle Sam through his Indian
2S.
N.
or
Correct
with
Jan.
her
M.,
Carlsbad,
communicating
harassing
same.
returns from all precincts in Eddy came to the surface in the most prohusband or from interfering in any agents intrusts the safekeeping of
A business meeting will be held at
nounced
manner
on
and
life
the
reservations
when
Uniproperty
the
show
and
now
today
available
county are
way with her children, or from enterthe office of E. C. Burke,
to
no
need
like
the
postmaster,
bill
became
versity
organpalm
appropriation
that the constitution carried in this
ing her home, A counter suit for di- izationyield
fore the members of the lower house. today for the purpose of appointing
in this country. The agents
Mrs.
vorce is being prepared by
county by a majority of 959 votes.
the various committees and
to a man say as much each year in
plans will
Some very effective work was done in It was maintained by a number of the ue mane tor
Schenk's counsel.
leadinen.x.v
securing a suitable loca- ihot
their reports. Army officers, who in
before
ten
the county the last
days
Beavers' Home and club
have called on
previous campaigns
election. M. S. Groves, the chairman tention is given to athletic training! roomsYOUNGEST FORECASTER
men to aid in subduing unruly
de- to the detriment of mental
improve-- !
of the Republican
committee,
IN THE UNITED STATES, these
bands of Indian marauders, agree and
serves much credit for his efficient ment. Representative Stamnfi' eon. GUARDIAN
FOR EVERY
Uncle Sam is proud of them.
for the constitution. He covered jtfntion was that the boys in the fur
work
Milton W. Dow, assistant in the
GAMBLER AND DRUNKARD.
row
to
For
$200,000 a year the government
taxes
object
that
paying
practicaly the entire county in his
Denver office of the weather bureau,
SCOUTS' NIGHT AT
athletes might get muscular
gets a corps of trained men mounted
auto. The only precinct that he did
will assume charg of the weather on
own
THE
THEATER.
at
reca
their
the expense of the state. Woman Legislator Introduces Bill In
and with
not visit cast only three votes in fa- training
bureau at Lander, Wyo., next week ord for fidelityponies
Colorado House of RepresentaThe management of the Elks'
The bill brought on the greatest talk-fes- t
and intelligent pervotes
vor
18
constituand
the
against
and in that capacity will be the formance of duty.
theater have given the liberty
tives that Makes Unique
so
far
are the pick
the
term
during
They
present
tion.
youngest weather forecaster in the of their tribes. They are officered and
of the house to the American
?.nd also brought out the fact
Provisions.
that
A
will
on
be
held
election
special
United States. He is but 20 years directed in minor matters by the leadBoy Scouts for tonight. They
legislators do not take kindly to so
on
vote
to
the
of
Saturday
change
old. He entered the service in Den ers of their bands;
will march to the theater in
Denver. Colo., Jan. 2S In the House
they are men willname from Carlsbad to Carlsbad much athletics and the development
ver last May, having taken the exam ing to do any duty from facing a gun
uniform at 8 o'clock.
A rather heated campaign of the sporty turn of mind at the ex- of Representatives Mrs. Louis V.
Springs.
1909.
ination in
Jones introduced a bill providing that
without flinching to chastising a
is now in progress and it is difficult to pense of thorough mental training.
a drunkard or a gambler shall not
youngster who has played truant from
what the result of the election
say
school.
be permitted to squander his
be.
may
property
to the Injury of his wife or children.
Each reservation has a force of
J. B. Cherbino died suddenly yester- FIVE GO TO
BREAK
these police, recruited from the tribe
Any
.
reputable citizen, according to
Mr.
day at the age of seventy-sixon the reservation. The men are
the provision of the bill, can apply
Cherbino has resided in Carlsbad for!
the
selected and
chief is appointed by
to the county court to have a guardmany years. He has been engaged
the Indian agent or superintendent.
LO
ian appointed for a drunkard, gambin breeding full blooded sheep nearThe police are men of a high order
ler or other improvident or neglectly all his life, having engaged in the
of intelligence. They are muscled,
ful father or husband.
business first in Vermont, later in
sturdy and enduring men. able to
The bank guaranty bill, modeled
Texas, and at last at this place.
No Legislative Quorum
Wealthy Southern Lumber- - after the Texas
undergo forced marches and with- Job Printing Trade is Affect
law, was introduced
of
NO MESSAGE FROM
ed by Walk-Ou- t
Albany However Prevents stand inclement weather.
by Representative Baxter.
men to Serve Sentences
They are uniformed in army blue
GUNBOAT WHEELING.
Representative Ashton presented a
Ballot for Senator
for Peonage
Journeymen
jackets and trousers and leggings are
bill forbidding telephone companies
furnished them. A gray felt hat,
Met With Accident
Between
New
requiring that reasonable notice be
somewhat on the order of the army
York and Guatanam Bay, So
given to subscribers before
a teleBOSS AT CAPITAL
DAILY
INVOLVED
NOT
PAPERS
PHY
FINES
BESIDES
but
crown
a
with
taller
fatigue hat,
It Is Rumored.
from his
phone can he removed
and wider brim, is generally used.
premises.
Wasington, Jan. 28. No news has
'When seen in drill or marching for
been received of the
Gunboat
yet
Representative Newton introduced
No Doubt Is Trying to Put One mation,
sitting their mounts with as Newspaper to Have Been Issued Wheeling enroute from New York to They Are AH From Lockhart, an
s
bill, which permits only
a
as
Over People at Earliest
seat
the
Fails
Make
steady
to
average cavalryGuantanamo Bay and which it Is ruby Typos
Alabama, and First to Be
railroad employes to ride on' passes.
man,
they present an imposing front
Chance.
mored met with an accident at sea.
Mrs. Agnes L. Riddle presented a
Convicted.
Appearance.
They are armed with revolvers, sling
Efforts to get into wireless communibill creating the office of senate lishots and handcuffs, furnished by the
cation with the vessel have been unbrarian.
Albany, Jan. 28. No quorum of the government. Their mounts, saddles
London, Jan. 2S. A general strike
Atlanta, Jan. 2S. Five wealthy
successful.
lumbermen entered the fedsouthern
legislature was present today and no and blankets they provide for them- in the Job printing trade is already
Gunboat Arrives.
under way and the number, of em
eral prison here today to serve their PECOS NORTHERN IS
choice resulted in the ballot for Unit-e- selves. ,
Jan. 28. A wireless sentences
SUED FOR $340,000.
Washington,
be
will
in
involved
for peonage. They are W.
ployes
rapidly
All
in
the
Indian
force
all,
police
from Guantanamo, Cuba, announces
States senator. Rumors of a
the
when
week
creased
the
S.
coming
Robert
more
W.
Dr.
Harlan,
NorthGallagher,
nearly approaches the
the arival there today of the gunboat
break to come next week are still in
Austin, Texas, Jan. 27. The state,,
E. Grace, C. C. Hilton, and E. S. Hug-ginwestern mounted police of the Cana- strike notices expire. The men have Wheeling.
through
Attorney General Lightfoot
fifty-tw- o
circulation. Charles F. Murphy, lea- dian government than
of
week
a
been
offered
working
all of Lockhart, Alabama, Harany other body
today brought suit against the Pecos
l
der of Tammany, spent several hours red or white. Most of the men choshours but they demand a
lan
and
serve
Gallagher
eighteen & Northern Texas Railway for $340,-00- 0
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN IS
of fifty hours. The weekly perlast night conferring with Patrick E. en for the police are graduates of the
SUED FOR DIVORCE.. months, and pay fines of $5,000. The
for alleged violations ot
to
usual
as
iodicals
appear
to
are
managed
others
schools.
Indian
serve three months, and the penalties
They are appointed to
New York, Jan. 28. Proceedings
railroad commission's rules reMcCabe, Democratic
committeeman its direction. They are appointed to today but curiously, the new daily for
The quiring trains to be run
absolute divorce from her hus- to pay fines of $1,000 each.
from Albany county and clerk of
according to
the
senate. He left this morning for New do or attempt anything and every started In support of the printers' band, Oscar Hammerstein, operatic cases were the firet to originate in schedules.
It is claimed the trains
to
The
failed
publish.
campaign,
South
the
and
the government pushed from Amarillo to Lubbock were 70
York.
impressario, were begun today by
(Continued on Page Fire.)
them vigorously.
dally newspapers are not affected.
Mrs. Mavlna Hammerstein.
two
times late in
Tex-llo-is- c
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39
199
27
11
25
14
19
34

County.
For. Against.

Baldy
Cimarron
Rayado
Van Houten
Raton

Maxwell City
Colmor
Buena Vista
Johnson Mesa
Johnson Park
Koehler
Gardiner
Yankee
Pratts Mill
North Raton
French

7
1

208.

Colfax

Elizabethtown

23
20

Washington, Jan. 28. The Amen-- ! Special to the New Mexican,
can embassy at Constantinople has!
S
D C
Jan
Washington
made representations to the Turkish propose(j statohood
special train

FRATERNAL

19
6
12
g
7

Guadalupe
San Ignacio
Los Colonias
38
Encinoza
10
Mishawaka
4
Cherryvale .
12
Totals
1204
Majority for 1576.
Quay In Right Column.
Gov. Mills has received a report
from Quay county which shows that
with all but three precincts a majority of 657 Is for the constitution and
even If the three are aginst the constitution salldly, the majority will be

'47

Continued on Page Eight
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OBJECT TO CHLOROFORMING
BEASTS THAT ARE OLD.

MRS. VEST FELT LIKE CRYING
Walacle, Va., Dec. 28. Mrs. Mary
Vest, of this place, "I hadn't been
very well for three years, and at last
I was taken bad. I could not stand
on my feet, I had such pains. I ached
all over. I felt like crying all the
time. Mother insisted on my trying
Cardui. Now I feel well, and do
No mednearly all my housework."
icine for weak and ailing women, has
been so successful as Cardui. It goes
to the spot, relieving pain and disup womanly
tress, and builumg
strength, in a way that will surely
please you. Only try !t once.

i

THE

DAILY

Some of Them Enjoy Life at Age
siderably Above Twenty-fivYears Say Zoo Managers.
e

Established 1856.

January White Goods Sale
Table Linens
Napkins

j

In support of his position, the
missioner cites of a

com-

Quilts
India Linens
Lawns

Waists

at

Cost Including

Overcoats, SuitsLadies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, Childrens
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

j

oceros, Old Smiles, who is still on the
thought,
Bronx zoo and is regarded as still in
Tumble the fear of dread,
40.
No.
V Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone
With destiny dim as the morrow his prime, while Nellie, a Cape bufN. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
falo, with pink skin and white hair, THE
fraught.
CHICAGO
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKFT S
has been in the park more than 30
For the soul asleep in its bed.
"
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH
is
well
and
still
preserved.
years
Is it you? Is it I? Is it one we love? There are several other animals in fence such tract and stock it with tur-hill?
Or the stranger over the
the menageries that have passed the bearing animals and grow them for
The axes flash in the gloomy grove society's chloroform age and which their pelts. But fur will not be the
And the water Hows to the mill.
are considered sound and healthy. To only income from such a venture,
kill them, the commissioner thinks, After the animal has been denuded of '
Sudden and rife it comes to all,
would be wanton destruction, as their its hide, the oils wia be extracted
Pitiless, blind, serene.
longevity is proof that they are con- from the carcasses and properly pre- EVERYTHING
For you it may be a trumpet call,
tented under good treatment.
pared for market and the residue con- For me but a mound of green.
FOR THE
verted into fertilizer. There are two
RENO NO LONGER HAVEN
.,.
or three such ventures in this coun-- ,
X
OF MARITAL UNHAPPY. try and Canada, and it is known that
Taken to Insane Asylum John R.
Chambers of Roosevelt county was ad
few ventures in land give a greater
lined to the New Mexico hospital fori District Judge John S. Orr Makes it per acre net return. One advantage
the insane at Las Vegas. He was tak- Difficult to Secure a Divore in
is the fact that rough lands unfit for
BEST
en there by Sheriff Baines of that
the Future.
agricultural purposes, are the best
county.
animals.
for growing
Reno, Nev., Jan. 2S. In granting Aside from an enclosure in what is
Granted Mar-- j
Marriage Licenses
non-sufor want of known as a "mink tight" fence, no
riage licenses were granted at Las the motion for
of
Sarah Cath- - other improvements are necessary
in
case
the
Pueblo;
55,
to
Cloba
jurisdiction
Montoya,
Vegas
Xew Jer- aside from curing sheds,
of
erine
Morristenvn,
Pueblo;
52,
Ford,
Crescencio
and
Aguilar,
rendering
Romualdita
Benavidez, 21, and An- - sey against Milton Ford in an ac- a fertilizer plant.
While it is not
At
selmo Trujillo, 29, Encinosa; Carme-lit- tion for divorce on the grounds of generally known, there are a number
Martinez, 18, and Adolfo Bela, 21, desertion, Judge John S. Orr of the of such farms in Europe, and recently
San Jose.
district court drew more sharply than a company of American and English
Health Shoes Comfort Shoes and Hosiery
ever the lines which mark out what ' capitalists arranged to open a large
Justice of Peace Election Contest
In San Miguel county, Jose L. Rami- constitutes a residence as defined in animal farm in Africa for the purpose
Shoe
Shoe
rez has brought an election contest the divorce courts and by his own in- of growing animals for exhibition in
as well as by the authorl-- menagel.ies and zoological
for
successful
candidates
terpretation
the
gardens, II
Specialist.
against
Specialist
Pawnee Bill's buffalo ranch in Oklajustice of the peace, Setero Lucero ties in support, indicated more cieany
at La Liendre. declaring that several than ever before in this state, that no noma has proven that such a Tenture
longer would the mere fact of having is profitable ar.d also a means of prevotes cast for him were not counted.
served the six months mentioned In venting that animal from becoming
Smallpox Near Juarez Racetrack
the statute be regarded as an open extinct
w
.
mm.
n at t im. . .
There are now six cases of smallpox sesame
to a decree.
in Ciudad Juarez, opposite to El Paso
Orr, in his decision, states
Judge
of
the
list
The most recent addition
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
that
the
plaintiff left New York and
is the case of Mrs. John Day, wife -- f on
file a Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
to
deiided
here
arrival
her
a race horse man. Mrs. Day is conlefund money If It falls to cureK
race complaint asking divorce, that she Druggists
fined in her home near the
W. GROVE'S signature Is on each box. 05c
an
in
lived
and
no
acouired
property
and
Lump, nut
Lumber and all kinds
track.
It states that the i
apartment house.
Cecilia
mine run coal
Deaths at Old Albuquerque
of building material
plaintiff has a home in Morristown,
On Pressing Occasions
Springer, aged one month, daughter N. J.
She filed the complaint six
M.
Mrs.
and
Commissioner
of
County
tnonths and six days after her arrival
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
R. Springer of Bernalillo county, died in Reno.
DEPOT.
CENTRAL
MEXICO
NEW;
at Old Albuquerque. Jose Gutierrez,
aged 57 years, died of heart disease WHY NOT A BEAVER
100
Red
Phone
Phone Red 100
His wife and
at Old Albuquerque.
FARM IN NEW MEXICO?
one sone survive him.
Quarrel Results in Perjury Charge Three Thousand Acre Tract to Be:
Purchased in Texas for That
G. J. Fredericks was arrested at
Very Purpose.
Las Vegas on a charge of perjury
growing out of a quarrel he had with
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 2S. A
and
Dr W. T. Brown of Watrous,
which had its sequel in justice of the company of eastern capitalists are
The transaction in prospecting in Southwest Texas for a
peace court.
HERE'S THE WONDER WORKER!
worth $3.50. 2,000 or 3,000 acre tract of land suitB! volved the sale of sheep
iiilT
i I
able for a fur farm. It is proposed to
This engine can be attached to your pump and
Farmer Struck by Train and In
off
it
your
working in ten minutes after you take
jured D. G. Church, a farmer from!
when you need your clothing, or any
dc
Brazito, near Las Cruces was struck oy utArwtaswNnui
as
wagon. No belts, arms, pump jack or fixtures to, buy.
cauuui
local
uiey
applications,
part of U, cleaned and pressed don't
and injured by a Santa Fe passenger
No special platform to build.
reach the diseased portion of the be foolish enough to try and accom- track.
the
train while walking along
ear. There is only one way to cure rlfcti 4f Trniiveolf hcrQHOO vnn will lriSP
Mr. Church is deaf and did not hear
rlpufnpsR and that is liv rnnfttitiitinn-- ,
He is Sillier- the train annroaching.
nearness is causea Dy hntVi time nnit Torrmpr find nrnhflhlv
al remedies,
from
and
shock
the
from
ing severely
an Inflamed condition of the mucous ruin the garments. Better bring them
injuries to the hip and back.
lining of the Eustachian Tube. "When to us and we will give you a profesDeposit of $100,000 District Clerk tne tune is inuameo you nave a rum-- : ional
job tbat wiu thoroughly satisfy
John Joerns of Las Vegas, has re- unng souna or imperieci neanng, ana
ceived the $100,000 deposit from the when It is entirely closed. Deafness ;you m P"ptneBa, excellence ami
renreseutatives of William A. Bud- - is the result, and unless the inflamma-- ; reasonable price.
Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour. Can be used
....
ue uinen oui ana mis muei .
decke and the Las Vegas Railway & x,...
UOB can V.
,
rt
fpr other work when not pumping, lias special pulley
recent restored to its normal condition, hear-- ' JUilUS MUrHltCr, 131101.
a
by
Power
required
company,
for this purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.
supreme court ucuaiun mume,
lug wul UB tauseu uy iaiarrn, wmcn Cor. Palace and
Washington Avenuet.
K1TS ANY Pl'M v
resale of the Las Vegas electric light, is nothing but an inflamed condition
Makes
It
niid
of the mucous surfaces.
Hump
power, traction plant and railway.
We will give. One Hundred Dollars
Arrested the Wrong Man Upon advices from the San Miguel county au- for any case of Deafness (caused by
that cannot he cured by
thorities, Professor Leroy, a clairvoy- catarrh)
Hall's
Catarrh
Cure. Send for circuOklaat
was
arrested
Muskogee
ant
euch-erelars, free.
homa, on the charge of having
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
G. J. Fredericks at Las Vegas
Said by Druggists, 75c.
out of $117. However, the Lerov arTake Hall's Family Pills for
rested at Muskogee did not prove to
be the Leroy wanted at Las Vegas.
Pumping for Irrigation "Ed "Wright
tried to test his well this week but
We Have Built Up
his pump was not large enough to
give him any idea of how much water
be really has for irrigation. His
ii.imp threw a four inch stream of wa
For
Sole Agents
THE PACE FOR 1911
ter continuously and did not lower
UTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
will surely be set by our livery stathe water in the' pit. His well will
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
prchably produce 800 gallons per minute when he gets machinery that will
private ones. If you
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FEheist that much water." Estancia
,
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
Daily Herald.
or you have an engagement where a
PHONE
Much Crime at El Paso Arrests
carriage is necessary or proper, send
BLACK
made at El Paso, Texas, as a result
us word and we will see that you are
of grand jury indictments returned
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
GonSirilo
Tuesday morning include
be
and
pleased with our service
Alzales, charged with burglary and
prices.
berto Rosa, charged with assault to
murder. Luis Sanchez and Jesus PeWILLIAMS 1 RISIM
WE HANDLE LUMBER
rez, who were arrested by the police
in
on a charge of theft under $50, were
large quantities and have tvery 310 San Francisco St, 'Phone 139 Re.
RIPE FRUIT NOW
transferred to the county jail. They modern facility for furnishing the
are charged with attempting to sell very best rough or dressed
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
lead taken from the Pass City founLumber
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
dry. Pablo Loya has been trans- of every description. We are thus Phone us,
DESIGNS.
R. V.BOYLE Mgr.
wewillbegladtocallforyour
ferred to the county jail from the po- enabled to
n Mondays and Tuesdays
station on a charge of burglary. for Lumber make the very best price aundry
lice
on Thursdays and Fridays
CLAREJDON POULTRY YARDS
deliver
and
of such high grade.
FRESH LAID EGGS every day
C. Hernandez charged, with assault,
All work is guaranteed; your
V7e will be pleased to figure on your
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Ohlckeua
was fined $25 in police court. Ven-tur- contracts.
socks are mended and buttons
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
sewed on you shirts, without
Duran, with an ugly gash on his
only, No chance of Tuberculosis Kernis nor Ptomaine poisoning.
FOR
KATJNG.
FAT
A FKW
extra charge.
HKNS
forehead, was the prosecuting
PHONE RED 122. PHON3 RED in.
j

:::::::

Bargains

1

j

CorsetiCover5

Underskirts
Drawers
Chemise

so all Winter Goods

double the life of your clothes,
It contains a marvelous dirt-- j
starter which saves nibbing.

rhin-

Night Gowns

Towels

far as two bars of ordinary
after an investigation that no suchiyelJpW laundry SOap
No matter what laundry
He
rule should apply in all cases.
uvvn ujxngj
would sooner see the Osier theory SKjay wu nay
of man's years ol usefulness adopted Sunny Monday will lessen the
he adds.
labor of your wash day and

SOUND UP.

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

New York, Jan. 2S The Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
has met a rebuff from the New York
Sunny Monday laundry
city authorities in its effort to have all
is economical
it con- isoao
wild animals In the city zoo chloro- nQt
nQ
formed when they reach the age of
One
bar
waste
away quickly.
twenty-fiv- e
The park comyears.
of
Sunny
Monday will go as
to
the society's
missioner, in his reply

THE MORROW.
(By J. P. Welsh, in the Metropolitan
Magazine.)
Tremble the foot of each bounding

Winter Grocery Co.

ISTOY

Con-

i

:

FOR TWO

Only

j

:

Only

WEEKS

j

11

FEET

V

Commencing
Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
FOR

P.O.

THE

In 5hoes For

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

Box 219

IN THE CITY

Phone 36

g

it

Service or Dress
Right Prices

a

John Pflueger

1

(smplesj hooks
"

I

j

L0CKS

Iboltj Itacks

t

CATCHS
JCREVtfl

I

j

7WJ

SJ

LOCKS

HOOKS

j

f'

WRE

vU'
($4
XiUipl
'

I

r

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

i

I

BP!!

I

j

Y

W
4

4F- -,

WE HAVE EVERY
THING YOU WANT

j

THO'WAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

WE COULDN'T TELL YOU IN A WEEK EVERY ARTICLE WE
HAVE IN OUR STORE.
REMEMBER JUST THIS:
IF IT'S HARPWARE WE HAVE IT.
WE GIVE FULL WEIGHT, FULL
MEASURE
AND A
FAIR
PRICE.
WE WANT TO SEE YOU IN OUR STORE MORE THAN ONCE.

ha9iwareco!S

Ifit'g Hardware

We have it.

6

.

uulu

i

j

FRANK F. GORMLEY.

d

hotesa.Se

Retail

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindhug.

MONTEZUMA

iteivrA. x.

&

AVENUE

s. F .

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Depot

85

Telephone 85

Your Mew Year Greeting
Should be accompanied with some little remembrance
we still have a fine assortmen t of attractive, low priced,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the
the sweetest sounding phonograph
made .TJome in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods. '

Santa

Fe Trail Curio Company

-

SI 45

LEO HERSCK

45

CLARENDON
GARDEN

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 8

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

RIGHT.

o

Charles W. Dudrow

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting: of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

tateprim.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drugs.

20010S PHARMACY.
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matic. There is no poetry of love OFFICIAL ELECTION RETURNS
COUNTFSS DE SWIRSKY
S. F. N". jr., 123-11- .
INTERVIEWED AT DENVER about his conception of women. He
OF SEVERAL COUNTIES.
I3E1
(A friend may CHre to um tb tower coupon)
looks over the woman and takes for
Take Advantage of a Santa Fe CitiMen and his wife the one he thinks can cook
She Discusses American
zen's Experience Before it's
5ifnarwv.
Too Late.
the best and bring up a family the They Are Given by Precincts and
Women, Love, Culture, Russians,
Show a Good Majority for the
Love
best.
Germans.
emothe
and
When the back begins to ache,
of
Britons
poetry
thy
French,
Constitution in Most
tion he does not understand.
Don't wait until backache becomes
Send books to.
chronic;
"The Englishman he is cold, selCountess Thamara de Swirsky, who
Till serious kidney troubles
never
in such a busidelighted a Santa Fe audience at the fish but he is
Yes
No
Elks' Theater recently and danced at ness hurry about his love making a3
HARPER A BROTH RkS
V
Till urinary troubles destroy night's the Broadway theater at Denver last the American.
exo
TG
Roswell, No 1
Square, New Yorlc City
rest
was interviewed
4CS
TG
incidentally
RusBia and Italy that Roswell, No. 2
is
in
evening,
"It
only
Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's ex- by the Rocky Mountain News, which
97
3
you find the true lover." continued Lake Arthur
tzer..
sft of MAKK ih IN
perience.
CT
Elklns
S
Natl.m-- I
says:
the
HHKhv A utri'irthe
who,
countess,
considering
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe,
K i
f. v f.
t
t
vr - rs.
z?,
lni
fagerman
de Swirsky, fact that she s strictly chaperoned
Tbaaiara
"Countess
I
.th
r,".rrv-.o.- i
N. M., says: "I know that Doan's
9G
xter
CI
I)
must
I
n :': Greek
that
of
nav
dancing
the
her
sou!
nymph,
ret.i;
the
by
possess
mother,
ft -f
Kidney Pills live up to the claims spirit
l the
39
South Springs
12
day,
in the dales of Arcady, gazing at you of a genius, who, as Weinij-e- r
says,
rf I fV,
"
r:r..
made for them. If I were not confident
f
21
12
Russian eyes, ex- is born with a knowledge of all Lower Penasco
mystery-filleof this fact, I could never have been from
44
8
exat yo:r eirenf.
before
King
arms
her
two
white
tended
things.
induced to give this remedy my enG
52
I'lainview
voice to some deThe countess, red lips smiling, mysdorsement. There was a dull ache in pressively and gave
SS
Kenna
12
on
sentiment
enlivening
cidedly
terious
and
eyes
dark
bothered
glinting
topaz
that
the small of my back
fu
2.".
19
Lake
prif.
by turns, laughed amusedly as she re- Ranger
me and at times I was obliged to lay MEN.
41;
Richard
23
Mere man may seem an extremely fused to make a personal confeB3ion
off from work for two or three days.
2
Cedar Canyon
?,i
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me en- ordinary topic upon which to interview of "some proposals I have had." This El Yeso
;!9
12
as
Russian
a
the
so
the
fact
that
artistic
few
have
attacks
person
despite
tire relief, and the
gallants
slight
but thrown themselves at her poetic feet
of backache I have had since then countess who not only dances,
.
lit"-Totals
34$
have quickly yielded to this remedy." plays upon the piano the great har- ever since she began her career as
Stareiioi-d1.:
for
Majority
Mr. Romero gave the above testi- monies of the world.
high priestess of Terpsichore.
Rio Arrioa.
monial in January, 1907, and when
Wouldn't Wed an Old Man.
Nothing is ordinary, however, when
Fur. Against.
Interviewed on June 26, 1909, he said: the Countess Thamara de Swirsky
Asked about a certain baron whose Emhudo
4:
30
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kid- discusses it, and this young woman,
1
unrequited passion did not prevent
endorsed
I
as
when
Pills
ney
publicly
with the fashionable Newport sensa- him from proposing marriage, she
Rio
C'hama
.This
them two and a half years ago.
tions, John Jacob Astor approval and
Chlmayo .
remedy always gives beneSt when I insured toes, so eagerly heralded by
2S
95
"Marry an old man? What an idea. iTnichas
use it"
the hard working press agent, can in Russian girls do not do that sort oflQuemado ..
S
57
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 a very short conversation supply you
ft
9S
too old to get married. San Jose . .
He
is
thing.
cents.
Co., Buffalo, with plenty of "live
copy" without Oh, I tell you we understand love in Chamita . . .
6
3:)
New York, sole agents for the United the assistance of any publicity proRussia and we marry for love. It is Ojo Caliente
States.
moter.
SI.
so strange to me to meet these de-- 1 Arjiquiu
Remember the name Doan's and
10
."jl
The countess, of whom Toscanini lightful American woinen and to find Ccbolla
take no other.
46
said: "She has the most beautiful how little they act upon their own Petaca
1!7
29
musical body In the world," can Initiative. In matters of art they Vallecitos
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR
53
the emo- wait until someone has expressed an Los Pinos
upon
speak
authoritatively
Not Coal.)
(06872
for the first time you get a complete set of all Mark Twain's writings at
tions, for she interprets them in her opinion before speaking their own. Canjelon
Department of the Interior,
13
Amarilla
Tierra
I0.j
dances.
are
so
women
American
intelligent,
the price they have ever been sold before. This is a
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
just exactly one-ha- lf
69
r,i
The fascinating Russian, however, why is it they are afraid to voice Park View
January 7, 191L
11.
7
new
Chama
as
edition,
just
complete as the old one, which still sells, by the way, at
Notice is hereby given that Adelai-d- says that Americans do not under- their opinions?"
21
33
Coyote
countess
if
in
the
remains
of
emotions.
stand
the
real
This
$50.00.
Perhaps
new edition is only $25.00 for the 25 volumes.
meaning
Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
34
53
Lamberton
"Love bah!" with an eloquent Denver long enough she will discover
on July 10, 1905, made homestead
6
Rosa
3u
NW shrug of the shoulder, "they do not un- they are far from being afraid.
for W
entry No.
:;."
Canones
It
'The women of America waste so Gallina
Section 24, Town- derstand it.
W
SW
37
i
of
much
and
time
American
"The
money
thinking
man, how does he
ship 14 N., Range 11 E., N. M. P.
Velarde
33
, ...
Meridian, has filed notice of intention tell you he loves you?" deruanded '.he dress. That is why they do not, like Ranchitos
in
publishIt
Russian women, understand the great Tusas
to make final five year proof, to es countess suddenly.
11
10
of
tablish claim to the land above de"He doesn't " corrected the inter- emotions, the heights and depths of Espanola
40
41
chance
come
scribed, before the register or receiv- viewer while the countess continue!. art and culture. From the time a Ei Vado
17
er, U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M..
'Why, he makes love like a busi- Russian woman is a little child she Ojo Sarco
24
15
on the 23d day of February, 1911.
But for Mark Twain's action this would have been impossible.
ness affair. He is too busy to have begins to work hard for a great edu- - La Madera
Never before
6
37
Claimant names a switnesses:
of
is
the
is
cstion.
All
his temperament
That
emotions.
emancipation
34
17
ilonero
a
has
of
a
set
standard
at such a
been
issued
works
author's
copyrighted
library
Ynez
Octabiano
Jose
Rodriguez,
wasted on making money. With the woman, an understanding of the beau San Pedro
34
20
Manzanares, Hilario Garcia, Juan B. American ladies charmint?, to be tiful things of life," said the countess, Gallegos
low figure.
!)S
Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N.. M.
sure it is the same thing.
whose mother just because she de
MANUEL B. OTERO,
Business Proposition Here.
sired the knowledge, took took a deTotal
1542
706
Register.
"It is all, what you say,
gree in medicine, and who herself
Majority for 84G.
business matter. It is dollars and from the day she was a small child
Sandoval.
For either acute of chronic kidney cents a hurry up and get the aff v.r has spent hours of unremitting appli Bernalillo
133
10
for
and
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forenoon and evening, will leave on 400 crates, to move the
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Monday for California, from where onions to market, or a train two
&
he will return in a week to Billings,
miles long.
A "Carnival" dance will be given on
As soon as the onions are harvos-- .
28, the Tuesday before the ed the land will be planted in cotton,
February
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The used in growing the gn at American
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and that.
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her husband is a hoalthseeker. ing. When it is known that onions
N. B. tAUGHLIN, President
H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
and gore.
Debated well the style of skirt an(1Mrs. Ferguson was accompanied
by yield a net profit of $iun to $:;oo per
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier
'Miss Olivia Cutting whose mother, acre, some notion of the money maksleeve.
She picked a husband in one moonlit Mrs. w. iiayard Citing, she has ing Bide of Mr. Walker's venture can
been visiting at th- home of Bron- - be obtained.
eve. Life.
son M. Cutting on Huena Vista
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C. G. Wilson, representing a pub- - of
England." Mrs. Prince read "a city last night. A. McCord, a young
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chapter
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Santa Fe.
The next meeting will bp held Friday,
ionably dressed and told to hold up
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Looking the watch over cnrefullv, the
will be a fine prouram. Rami-- ; hold-uman said: "I have always'
Attorney John D. W. Vecder of Las There
will play several stirring made it a rule in niv hngii
nm ir.
Vegas, is here on legal business, lie rev's bnd
and Morrison's
hrft'ra take watches. It is never safe to do
is al the Montezuma.
Miss; so; they have such
marks
Attorney S. B. Davis Jr., delegate will discourse music, too.
Sweet Restorer"
Sleep Is
in the constitutional convention from Hinojos, an excellent' soprano fo!o-ist- about them. So I return yours, as-- ,
will sing and .Miss Genevieve suring you that I think it is a
San Miguel county, is at the Palace.
good,
Morrison, an elocutionist of ability, one, but not a safe pocket companion
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Bridge
and
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for
a man in my ocupation. I also!
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child are here from Boston and are will reo.:3. Spanish soi
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
be sung by Mr. and Mrs. Manuel notice that you have
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Cotton Felt Mattresses That'Assure that comfort.
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Attorney Summers Burkhart, secre- more prosperous circumstances, and
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tracts, occasionally some farup from Alhuquerjue last even- 247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
ing to make arrangements for the er devoting forty acres to the
This year how- - Kansas Eggs
special on February 7. The vation of Bermudas.
30c. Doz
American Druggists
Syndicat- e- round
trip will be JSG.50 without ac- evear, a wonderful impetus has been
Premium remedies are not patent m
given to the business.
cessories.
But It
re- - Kansas RailCll
35c. Doz
EjS
HACK
dicines, every premium remedy guar
W. C. Oestreich and A. B. Loken of mains for p. A. WUker of Santa
to win the title of the "Onion City EggS
anteed as represented or your money Albuquerque, are at the Montezuma
50c. Doz
Prom
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and hotel. They came here yesterday to King of the Southwest" Mr. Walker
TAOS cold tablets are unexcelled, get them install the officers of the new dam of has 200 acres planted in onions on his EffffS
from Connell'S Sanitary
BARRANCA
00
nA
unv. iuu
Independent Order of Beavers which farm TlPflr AoViorrnn
Cotulla.
.iiu
no
cost
more
now,
than
the
South
they
North
Both
Meets
was organized last night with 115 These farms are irrigation proposiPoultry Farm, every egg
kind. Sold only by the Ca- members.
Inferior
tions
has
and
he
made
of
a
success
45c. Doz
Bounds Trains.
guaranteed
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- - the business on each of these for the
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot pital Pharmacy.
ford has returned from his home past three years.
He is preparing
the north bound train and arrived at
county, San Juan. He declares that now to Increase his onion acreage
Taos at ? p. m.
Primrose Butter none better
San Juan Is on the eve of great de next year to 300 acres.
The crop
Ten miles shorter than any other
will
from
settlers
these onion fields will be harvelopments, that many
made
35c. pound.
way. Good covered hack and good j
come in and that work on new irri- vested early in April and the
average
teams.
gation construction will be begun in yield, basing predictions on past exdencte Maka Fib
earnest.
TUugComfortable.
periences, will be about 20,000 pounds
Baxxerei
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
ft Co.
Rev. B. Z. McCollough of Billings, to the acre. This means that Mr.
Montana, who has very acceptably Walker will gather 4,000,000 pounds
filled the pulpit at the First Presby- of onions this year. When this crop
If you wCht anything on "earth try terian church on the past few Sun Is ready for market it will require a
II you want anything on eartn try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
days, and will preach there tomorrow train of 100 cars, each car holding
New Mexican Want Ad.
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TRUST CO.
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CAPITAL $50,000.00
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You Cant Be Happy

Your Feet Hurt.

If

Dr. Reeds cushioned soled shoes for men will cure
all you foot trouble Feels like a kid glove ard yc u will
nsver notice that y'ou have on a new pair of shoes.
One price everywhere. $5 00.
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extension sole.
Calf Bal. comfortable and
lasting. Worth a "V" of any
mans money but we sell
them for $4.50.
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Peters Diamonds
Special
dress shoe for old or young
men. Vici Kid Bal Webster
last, treated sold. A shoe that
will make the boys ask where
yoa got it. Sells for five
dollars anywhere but we only
ask you $4.50.
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''Nature's

.

value at $4.00.

COMPANY
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The old mans especially wide and soft toe, vie
kid blucher, made for comfort and lasting
Just what you have been looking for. A qualities,
splendid
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OTHER BRANDS FROM $2.00 TO $3 00
THAT WILL GIVE YOU PERFECT SATISFACTION : :
OUR LADIES SHOES ARE THE NFW-ESSNAPPIEST, BEST WEARING
FITTING AND M03T

:',::::::
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PER-FEC-

T

UP-TO-DA-

IN THE CITY.

W. N. Town send & Co.
THE PRICE MAKER.

.SANTA FE, N. M.
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Fire Insurance.

.

Rrotection that PROTECTS
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and we still have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.
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PHARMACY

FARE

H. S.

$5.00
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our Electric Service
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We ae Agents
r

Kaune&Co.

gtJll

Santa Fe Water
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Call
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Light Company

STYLES IN
STANDARD

BOOK-GASE-
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COLONIAL

IDEAL

Three different and distinct types of Slobjirnkka "Elastic" Book-Casmade in du'l or polish finish quartered
oak or real mahogany. You can selec: a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We early the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
es

Naw

Mexican Printing Co,
Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.
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1910 WAS WARMEST,

DRYEST
IN SIXTEEN YEARS.
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The mean temperature for the territory for the year 1910, was 54.6 degrees or 1.5 degree above the normal,
as determined
from the monthly
means and departures.
The mean
for the year shows it to have been
the warmest during the last 16 years
since sufficient records have been
made to afford a reasonable mean
annual temperature for the territory.
The temperature averaged above the
normal throughout the year, with the
exception of February ( 1,5 degree)
and May ( 1.6 degree), while March,
September, November and December IMPORTANT ARCHAEOLOGICAL
were much above the normal for those
FINDS IN ECUADOR.
months. Practically all parts of the
territory show an excess the great-- !
est, however, ocurred in the lower Ancient Tomb Discovered by Laborers Digging an Irrigation Trench
Rio Grande valley in Socorro, Sierra
Three Thousand Other Burand northern Doni Ana counties, exial Places Opened.
tending thence westward over eastern Grant and southwestern Socorro.
Over this area the excess was pracNew York, Jan. 28. Dr. Marshall
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Company,

Railway

GENERAL

Santa Fe Had 77 and Roswell 72 Per
Cent of Sunshine Relative
Humidity Low.
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6
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35
27
17
00
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pm

li'Oiinaets lii. 'ulfx with K. I. A S. V. Ry, train both Mortis aiid'Soutb.;
SStaae for Van Honteii V. M, mwts trains at Preston N.I M.
N'. M., 'at 9:00 U. m. dally except
St.'Vio leaves I'to I' kf!c- '. M.. (or rtli.'ilKtlit. )vvii.
m
way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
uiulays, Fare
.
lies M')lnes, S. M-- . for tin) scutli at 11:11 p. m. arrives fromlthe
,1 iV s trait laavv-oi-tat 4;38 a. m.
C. G.

J. VAN HOUTEN,

DEDMAN,

V. P. & G. M..

Superintendent

F. M. WILLIAMS,
P. Agent,

a

ASK FOR TICKETS

freight;
Paso, Bisbee

SHIP YOUR

From Santa Fe to El
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

System

East or West

-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. AJ
El

Paso Texas.

IBSE3S2SBEEEEK33

WHEN GOING

EAST OR WEST
use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS

AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

AT

NEW MEXICANJJDLDG,
OR

UNION DEPOT

ROSWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the XI. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock
Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive

the rate of J5.0v per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished t accommodate any number of passenger
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comIn Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager ef the RosLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi
bs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
Baggage allowance ef 50
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

J. W. STOCKARD,
Herewith are soma ttargalnt ottered
by th New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, II; paper bound, 75c Missouri
Pleading forms, 15; Missouri Code
16; the two for S10.
Pleadings,
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather 13. Sheriff's Flexible
Co tot Pocket Docket, single, $1.25
twe or more books, $1 each. Nvw
Mexico nSpreme Court Reports, Now.
t and 10 inclusive 3.30 each. Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c Compilation Mining L; s, 50c Money's
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
keep, J6.B0; full list school blanks.

TO AND FROM R087TE1.V-Connectimade with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Res-veat 8: SO a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 8:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
on

il

wT

i

gr

TIME TABLE AIL
LOCAL TRAINS
The foUowing are the time tablet
of the local railroads:

Leave

A. T. & 8. F. Ry.

8.10 a. m. connect with No.
bound. No. 1.0 eaatbound.

at Las Vegas 43 per cent; at Roswell
53 per cent; and at Santa Fe 50 per
cent. The spring months were very
dry generally. The total wind move-me-r
I for
the year at the Agricultural
College was 62,405 miles, or 7.1 miles
per hour. The highest velocity was
72 miles per hour on the 22d of July.
At Roswell the total wind movement
was 50,852 miles, or 5.8 miles per
hour.
The highest velocity was 52
miles per hour from the northwest on
the 15th of August. At Santa Fe the
total movement was 77,467 miles, or
8.9 miles per hour, and (he highest
velocity was 45 miles per hour from
the north on the 3d of April. The
prevailing direction for the year for
tin territory, was from the west. The
yezr was not quite as windy as 1909.

I

west-

Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10

p. m.

4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
p. m.
D. & R. G. Ry.

Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.

Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 east and 33 south and west.
Roswell $10. Reserve teats on autoArrive 8 p. m. with connection from
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and wett
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

tically 3 degrees a day.
The highest annual mean temperature was 65.1 degrees at Carlsbad,
and the highest recorded was 109 degrees at the same station on the 8th
of June, and at San Rafael on the
20th of July. Readings above 100 degrees occurred at some of the south
ern stations each month from May to
September, inclusive. July was the
warmest month, with an average temperature of 74.2 degrees. The lowest
annual mean temperature was 41.3 degrees at Elizabethtown, although it is
probable that a lower average would
have been recorded at Hopewell, if
this station had continued throughout
the year. The lowest temperature recorded was 32 degrees below zero at
Elizabethtown on the morning of the
17th of February. This was the coldest month of the year, with an average of 35.2 degrees, and the 17th was
by far the coldest day.
Following the mild weather of Jan-- !
below
uary, temperatures averaged
the normal during February, but very
mild and unseasonable warm weather
prevailed during March, causing too
rapid advance of spring. April, how
ever, continued warm, baring a brief
frost period from the 16th to the 23d
and most of the Territory later escaped the light frost of May, although
the month averaged somewhat below
normal. Temperature conditions after
the light frost of May, which was confined to the higher districts of the
northern half, were generally favor
able throughout the growing season.
A general damaging frost did not occur again until the 20th of October
giving a long season, that, no doubt,
would have been highly successful if
the precipitation of the year had been
approximately the normal amount.
The average precipitation for the
territory, as shown by the sum of the
monthly averages, was 9.46 inches, or
4.35 inches below the normal, and the
lowest average for the last 16 years,
being even slightly less than the year
1902, which had heretofore been the

II. Seville, professor of archaeology
at Columbia university, has just returned from the wild regions of Ecuador, after many exciting experiences
while heading
expedition among
the ruins of an ancient civilization.
He and his assistants have brought
back the most complete collection in
the world of relics of Ecuador's lost
tribes. The party narrowly escaped
Two of them
death several times.
were arrested as spies and were de
tained several days until Professor
Saville appealed personally to the
president of Ecuador.
The most interesting of the profes
sor's narratives relate to a gold rush
in the heart of Ecuador a rush
which the explorers profited by in a
novel way.
It was because of this
rush and the ensuing hunt for gold
that Professor Seville was enabled
to obtain his antiques without even
the trouble of excavating for them in

tombs.
Ancient Tomb Found,
was on and the hillsides near Angel
in the province of Carclii, many miles
inland from Ecuador's coast that the
gold rush took place. In digging an
irrigation trench, laborers hit upon an
ancient tomb, containing not only
seme rare specimens of pottery beads
and other things usually buried with
the bodies of the
Indians of
that country, but many gold and silver ornaments as well.
The discoverers figured that the
gold and silver made into ornaments
were extracted from ore bodies
thereabouts.
Shortly the gold rush
was on and the hillside near Angel
were soon lined with excavators.
Before the excitement subsided at
least 3 000 tombs had been opened
and several hundred thousand dollars
in gold, silver and precious stones had
All the ornaments
been marketed.
of gold and silver went into the melting pots, but other relics found in
limit of dryness for the territory the tombs were not of marketable
With the single exception of August, value and thousands of them were
which received slightly more than the gathered up by the Seville party.
normal amount, a deficiency occurred
Old Civiliration.
in each month throughout the year,
The collection will probably go to
reaching a maximum amount of more the American Museum of Natural
than an inch in September,
while History.
The data secured by the
marked deficiency
also ocurred in
party shows that the district explored
February, March, May, July, October was densely
populated by a highly
and December.
No county was ex- civilized
at some time prior
people
empt, a deficiency occurred in each to the
of the fifteenth cenbeginning
reaching a maximum of more than 10 tury. The natives were
proficient in
inches in central Chaves, exceeding
the metals and gems which
utilizing
8 inches in
5
Eddy, and inches gener- nature placed within their reach,
ally over the eastern plains districts,
southern Union, San Miguel, Guada- showing great skill in plating copwith silver and gold.
The exlupe, Torrance, Santa Fe, Rio Arriba. per
came across the remains of
plorers
Sandoval, McKinley,
eastern Grant
and Luna counties. Two small areas stone forts commanding the summits
of some of the passes, erected probabbad a slight excess in precipitation
one in northeast Colfax and the other ly, to resist the invasion of the Incas
in northwest San Juan, but these about 500 years ago.
While attempting to cross the Parawere so small in amount and area that
they do not affect the general and mos in the middle of the summer,
two members of the party were lost
marked deficiency of the territory.
The greatest local amount for the in a snowstorm and were saved by a
year was 27.87 inches at Harvey's up rescuing party just as they were
per ranch, at the headwaters of the nearing the limit of their enor the
Others
Gallinas river, and amounts In ex durance.
party
cess of 20 inches also accurred at As- had perilous adventures with hostile
pen Grove Ranch, in Rio Arriba coun native tribes and narrow escapes from
ty, and at the Gallinas planting sta death by plunges over precipices inThe least an- to deep ravines which intersect the
tion, in San Miguel.
nual amount was 2.84 inches at Gage, interior lowlands.
Luna county, and a considerable area
LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE
in central Grant, Luna, Dona Ana
On the package when you buy Fo
southern Otero and southwest Eddy
counties had less than 3 Inches, while ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
s
more than
of the terri- colds. None genuine without the Bee
tory had less than 1Q inches. Many Hive. Remember the name, Foley's
stations had the smallest annua! Honey and Tar and reject any substiamount thus far recorded. The great- tute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
est monthly amount was 9.83 inches
at Montoya in August, which was gen- NEW RAILROAD PLANNED
TO THE RIO GRANDE.
erally the month of greatest rainfall.
The average snowfall for the year
was 17.5 inches, which is less than Twenty of San Antonio's
Strongest
Men Financially Interest Themhalf of the snowfall of the year 1909.
selves in Project.
This amount, however, was quite evenly distributed in the months from
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 27. The
January to April and October to December, inclusive.
The average num- movement, to build a railroad south
ber of days with precipitation was from this city to the Rio Grande valley
is rapidly taking form. Twenty
43. The average number of clear
days
in
for the territory
was 197, partly of the strongest men financially
cloudy 121, and cloudy 47. At Santa southwest Texas have organized for
Fe there was 77 per cent, of the total the purpose of a construction compossible sunshine during
the year. pany and the agressive move made
September had the highest monthly by these is indicative of the earnestaverage amount, 87 per cent. Ros- ness and determination to make the
San Antonio being
well has 72 per cent of the possible effort a success.
sunshine, and October had the highest the natural gateway for a wide secamount, 83 per cent, while December tion of country where rapid development is now on makes the construcfell off to 59 per cent.
The mean relative humidity at the tion of such a road almost Imperaand Insures the financial success
Agricultural College was 47 per cent; tive
of the venture. Already it is understood when this line is completed little trouble will be experienced in
selling it to an advantage to a road
that already enters this city from the
north. A survey of the territory
through which the line will pass
fhows that the road can be built at a
"I have been using Cascarets for
with which 1 have been afflicted nominal cost. Just where it will enfor twenty years, and I can say that Cas ter the lower Rio Grande valley, one
carets have piven me more relief than any of the most
productive areas in the
other remedy I have ever tried. I shall
is not definitely known. But
certainly recommend them to my friend world,
that it will tap this section at an adas being all that they are represented."
vantageous point Is already settled.
inos. uuiara, Jiigin, 111.
While such a plan is not definitely
Pleatant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Slcken.jWeaken or Gripe.
arranged today, it is understood that
50c.
e
10c, 25c.
Never sold In bulk. The
the road will ultimately be built to
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
or
924
can your money back.
Tampico, Mexico.
three-fourth-

century-ol- d

old-tim- e

M.

EDITORIAL

SATURDAY, JANUARY 28, 1911.

t
FLASHES.

JOINT SERVICE
It's a Good Stunt.
(Today's Albuquerque Journal.)
New Mexico is again in the bright
glare of the spotlight throughout the
Not content with gaining
country.
universal publicity by piling up a ma
jority of more than eighteen thousand
for the ratification of the constitution, the aggressive New Mexicans are
determined to show the states a few
spectacular stunts in the way of en
tering the Union, and as the result of
the proposal to run a "Statehood Spe
cial," to Washington, the territory, or
state soon to be, is receiving columns
of "dope," in the big eastern and mid

die west dailies.
Not since Champ Clark volunteered
to drive a team of Missouri mules
down Pennsylvania avenue If he were
re-elected speaker, has anything
ceived more favorable publicity or
created more of a sensation, than the
plan to send a few Pullman cars loaded with New Mexico statehood boost-ers to the national capital.
The daring run of Death Valley
Scotty from Los Angeles to New York
will pale into significance when con- trasted with the speed and the zip
which will accompany the New Mexico
statehood
special. Scotty certainly
tore up the track trying to beat time,
but there will be a few dozen live
wire genuine New Mexicans on the
New Mexico train who can teach the
Death Valley
miner a few things
about wearing a red shirt and riding
a broncho.
Thus far the only man who has
come out squarely and admitted that
he will do a stunt providing the prop-is
er persuasion is administered,
Solomon Luna. Mr. Luna has agreed,
consented, and admitted that he will
drive a pair of New Mexico burros
down Pennsylvania avenue in Washington and will attempt to send the
canaries up the marble steps of the
capitol building if he is given the necessary assistance such a serious undertaking requires.
The liberal rates offered by the railroads, with optional routes going and
returning, has proved a great attraction to prospective passengers. While
no determined effort will be made to
race the special against time, the
Santa Fe railroad as far as Its lines
go, will furnish the best obtainable
equipment. The fastest engines will
be pressed Into service for the trip
and the best engineers will be at the
throttle. The train will have right of
way over all east and west bound
trams and will pass up the California
Limited trains like a locomotive run
ning sixty miles an hour passes an
oxen train.
Eighty-fou- r
dollars and seventy
cents for the round trip, via St. Louis
to Washington going, and via Chicago
returning; and ninety dollars and fifty
cents, Albuquerque to Washington via
Chicago or St. Louis, returning via
New York and Chicago, are considered to be probably the lowest excursion rates ever granted by the railand
roads between Albuquerque
Washington and return.
One hundred passengers is the mln
imum required to make the trip. The
special will be run on Tuesday, Feb
ruary 7, leaving Albuquerque at an
hour on that day and date to be definitely announced in the near future.
Providing the special goes to Wash
ington via St. Louis, the boosters will
be entertained in the latter city by
A. M. Blackwell, of St. Louis, a former resident of Albuquerque and New
Mexico.
Mr. Blackwell was In the
city several days ago looking after his
He expressed
business interests.
himself as delighted with the propo
sition to run a special to Washington
and said that he would be very much
pleased to have the entire delegation
stop over in St. Louis for several
hours, during which he will endeavor
to show them the town.
Inquiries regarding the special are
numerous and there is but little doubt
that even more than the one hundred
passengers required to secure the low
rate, will make the trip. The Morning Journal is in Receipt of two letters
yesterday from eastern New Mexico,
which speak for themselves as indicating the sentiment in those sections.
The letters will be turned over to the
proper committees.
Sour Grapes.
"New Mexico is figuring on running
a statehood train all the way to Washington, and it is a capital idea. It will
give the people of all the intervening
states an excellent opportunity to get
their first view of New Mexico Republican bosses in actual action."
El Paso Times.
That Special Train.
The more the State Democrat con
siders the proposition of a special
train for Washington, carrying the
election returns to President Taft,
February 6, as the enabling act requires, the more enthusiastic does this
paper become for the proposal.
Of course, there will be the committee to which will be entrusted the
election returns as canvassed by the
governor, the territorial
secretary,
and the territorial attorney general.
This committee, as the State Democrat has already suggested and still
urges, should be appointed by Governor Mills, to consist of an equal number
of Republicans and Democrats.
Besides the committee, there will be, no
doubt, a large number of boosters,
who will come from every part of New
Mexico, because such another opportunity to advertise the new state cannot be well imagined.
Just think of a train going from Albuquerque we will say, as a common
starting point, to Washington, traveling over the half of our continent
and through the greatest of our states,
banners and streamers flying, band
playing, our ablest men making
speeches at important stopping places,
an abundance of immigration bureau
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Every Bell Telephone a Telegraph Station
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Subscribers' Stations.
If you are a subscriber to the Bell
Telephone System and wish to
send a Telegram, a Night Letter or a
Cablegram, use your Telephone.
Say "Telegram" to the operator and you will be connected with a
Western Union office from which your
message will be sent by telegraph
and charged in your monthly account.
At night, on Sunday or holidays, when the local
telegraph office
may be closed, you will be connected with an open Western Union
office
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without additional charge.
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Public Stations.
Pay

You may also send Telegrams and
Cablegrams from
The arrangement vary at different classes

Stations.

our Public
of stations,

but as rapidly as possible we shall equip them with full directions.

The Colorado Telephone Co.
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literature, and such mineral and agricultural exhibits as may be collected
cyyeca mkeuhgehemts
in the meantime such an event
would turn the eyes of the whole coun
try favorably to the new state and ev-- i
Cathedral.
en European immigration would be
First mass at 7 a. m. Second mass
directed to this land of promise.
Third
The time is short. Albuquerque 9:30. Sermon in English.
mass at 10:30. Sermon in Spanish.
should take some immediate action.
Lady of Guadalupe.
What does the Commercial Club think
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
about it? New Mexico State Demo(high)

crat.

9:30 a. m.

Presbyterian.
Sabbath school at 9.13 a. m. Christian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m. Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. by B.
Z.
Palace.
McCallough.
Morning service
H. C. Brainard, Rochester; E. W. theme "Lightening and Toothpicks",
Holmes, Clayton; Miss L. E. Wooster, evening theme, "Through Canons of
Chicago; J. H. Collins. Pittsburg; S. Darkness without a true guide." PrayB. Davis, Jr., Las Vegas; Will M. Tip- er meeting Wednesday
evening at
7:45 o'clock.
Everyone welcome.
ton, Los Angeles; George A. Pome-roy- ,
Church of the Holy Faith Episcopal.
Rockford, 111.; L. P. Jones, Kansas City; Isaac Peterson,
Chicago;
January 29, 4th Sunday after EpiEmil Meland, Denver; C. G. Wilson, phany, Sunday school 9:45.
Morning
Denver.
prayer and sermon 11.
Thursday
Claire.
will be the feast of the Purification
G. W. Knight, Denver; Mr. and Mrs. of the Blessed
Virgin Mary.
Tomas Gonzales, Ablquiu; W. J.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
Denver; Francis Boden, ChicaSunday school at 9:45 a. m. Dr. C.
go; William Harold, Louisiana.
O. Harrison,
superintendent. PreachMontezuma.
ing at 11 a. m. by the pastor, subject,
B. S. Phillips, Buckman:
W. J. "Laborers
With God".
Epworth
Bailey, Atchison, Kas.; S. G. Guerrez, League services at 6.45 p. m. Melvin
Atchison. Kas.; W. C. Oestreich, A. B.
Dunlavy,
president.
Preaching at
Loken, M. C. Heacock, S. Burkhart, 7:30 p. m. by the
pastor, subject, "ReW.
John
D.
Albuquerque;
Veeder, Las ward of Personal Effort." You will
Vegas; J. A. Miller, W. P. Metcalf, sure miss it if you are not there. B.
Albuquerque; W. H. Wheeler, Chica- F. Summers.
go; Harper Cunningham, City; Mr.

Hotel Arrivals.

Har-woo-

and Mrs. L. W. Bridge and child, BosGANG OF CAR THIEVES
ton; Ada Wentworth, Boston; Carl R.
ROUNDED UP IN TEXAS.
Blackman, Colorado Springs; H. May
New York; W. O. Cameron, El Paso.
Seven Men Arrested at San Antonio
Coronado.
By Sheriff and Charged With
H. J. Lamley, Denver, Colo.
the Crime.
COLQUITT WILL VETO
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 28. For
LIQUOR REGULATION BILLS.
some time an effort has been made to
round up a gang of car thieves who
He is Opposed to Daylight Law and
have been doing a wholesale car burg
Wants Prohibition Disposed
lary business in Texas.
These
of First.'
thieves have been operating
in a
San Antonio,
Texas, Jan. 28.
number of places and in some in
If the "dry" majority in the Texas stances more
than $1,000 worth of
legislature can get by Governor Co- goods have been taken from a single
lquitt's veto, the bibulous in this state car. Since the first of the
year nuwill be compelled in the near future merous
have come in
complaints
to "hoist at their highballs" and from railroad officials
telling: of box
"dally with their schooners" between cars broken into and
quantities of
sunrise and sunset. What is known goods stolen. Last
Sheriff
night
as the "Daylight Bill" is now pendarrested seven men charged with
in
the
ing
legislature. This bill pro- this crime. Two of these were mervides that saloons may open at day- chants who it is
alleged have been
light and close at dark and sell only buying the stolen merchandise. The
within the hours provided for their sheriff believes he
as
has in
business.
It is understood, however, dangerous a bunch of car custody
as
robbers
wnen this bill reaches the governor ever
in this country.
operated
it will meet with prompt veto, the
chief executive having announced in
his inauguration message that he will
veto all liquor legislation, basing his
ib interested aim snouia kdow
about the wonderful
privilege to do so on the fact that
tMARVELWhirlingSpray
the people of Texas will some time
VVSC
jseas m on conven
this year vote on statewide prohibiient. It cleanses
tion. The governor takes the posiflmffiHuf forlt.
tion that liquor regulation laws are AnkYMir
If he cannot suddit toe
accept no
MARVEL,
unnecessary until the people
have nth
t.B.mTI for
Virtt uinrl
hnok BpaTed. It trims
been heard on the state wide nrono- full particulars and directions
to Indies. MAIFVEL CO.
sition.
.NEW
K
To-bi- n

Every Woman
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44 East S8d Street,
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HIDDLN WATER
By DANE COOLIDGE
"As good a cow country as God ever made
the jack rabbits have left it."

and now

even

is what sheep herding did to the
country around Hidden WaterinArizona
and it caused a war between cattle and sheep
men that Mr. Coolidge describes in a manner that has'nt been equaled since Owen
Wister wrote " The Virginian." There are
plenty of thrills in this book, just enough
romance ana lora oi action, out what youll
like best is the way the author describes it
all and the combination is irresistible.

THIS

A. C. McCLURG & CO., Publishers
$1.35 NET

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A
X'Uatvai auk your urus ist for a
I'hl !
tcre Diamond f
1MIU in Bed and liold metal lie
boxeft, sealed with Him b Ribbon. Y
TaLe no other. Buy or your
Druerint. A.skforCiri.IIKH.TEB9
DIAMOND BRAND PILL A, for 65
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BV DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

lrandl
W
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NOW ON SALE AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
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Good Roads
SANTA

CRUZ ROAD.

This proposed road extends from Santa Fe through Tesuque,
Arriba
Cuyamungue, Pojoaque, Santa Cruz to the Santa
of
distance
miles.
25.18
a
line,
County
Following the ridge road north of Santa Fe to the top of the
divide and descending into the Tesuque Valley along another
ridge, an ideal location is found. From the Tesuque Pueblo more
road could be constructed
or less sand is found and a
Fe-R- io

sand-cla- y

there. Clay is found at a short distance from the road.
A survey of this road was made in May at a cost of $224.00. No
construction has been started yet. The estimated cost of the road
is ten thousand dollars. Maximum grade nine per cent.
This road would afford a means for the farmers in the vicinity
of Santa Cruz, Espanola, etc., where ten thousand acres are irrigated, to get their produce to Santa Fe.
It also forms a portion of the road to the rich valleys of Taos, Rio
Arriba and San Juan Counties.

gets flavored with KeDiiine.
practical Christianity.
-i Ki,nii ,in all that lis in mv i,i-s,
to aid in the appreciation of
not so much for the sake of th"
food itself as for the accompanying
suggestions.
"Visiting Battle Creek the other
day with a friend, Or. Kelly, of Evans-ton- ,

The greatest crisis in a woman's life
is when first she becomes a mother,
All the physical strength of her
nature is demanded at such times,
and it is necessary that her system
he thoroughly prepared for the event,
in order that her health be preserved
for future years. Mother's Friend
is woman's safest reliance; it is a medicine for external use, composed of oils
and other ingredients which assist nature in all necessary physical changes of
the system. Its regular use before the coming of baby prepares the muscles
and tendons for the unusual strain, aids in expanding the sk n and flesh fibres,
Mother's Friend lessens the pain
and strengthens all the membranes and tissues.
v

country

i i
i .i
the mother in such healthful condition that her recovery is always
rapid and natural. Mother's Friend
is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book for expectant mothers.

BBADFrETiT)

lllll

W

!

PROTEST.

j

A Glamorgan papa was about to
apply the strap.
"Father," said Wiilie, who had Just
completed his second term at the
Grammar school, "unlesn that instrumerit has been properly sterilized I de- sire to protest."
This made the old man pause.
"Moreover," continued Willie, "the
Illinois, while I was consulting
with Mr. Gregory, my friend visited germs that might be released by the
violent Impact of leather upon a poryour factory and came away greatly ous textile
fabric but lately exposed to
amazed, not only at the luxurious the dust of the streets would be
apt to
offices
and
of
genthe
the
furnishings
affe. i you
of
the place, but with
eral equipment
As the strap fell from a nerveless
the sweet spirit of courtesy and kind- hand, Willie sl(,;d to imbibe more
ness that seemed to fill the air with cietice.
a spiritual ozone that was good to
'

-

FOR SALE Three boilers, in excellent condition, t'.', 4C and 30 horse
power; also a
Home Comfort
j Charity.
j
j

-

Mother'

EBGULATOE CO.,
Atlanta, Ga.
IMIIIIIIHIIMI

A SUCCESSFUL

i

(;ra:-Nut-

Mothers
j

PAGE SEVEN

M.

j

FOR RENT Four room,
house. Apply R. H. Hanna.
FOR RENT

tage

i

W MWUllMBMBlIh

mini

breathe.
in the
"The principles expressed
little booklet, "The Road to Wellville"
I well know are practical and they
work in business of all kinds, including sanitariums, as will be fairly tet-tebefore time is done.
"I know you will not regard this
letter of appreciation as an intruding
It is simply the salutation of
onp.

i.

1

UNPLEASANT

good second hand
Sistera of
Itange.

Five room modern

in good condition.

FOR SALE

Phone Red

cot15.

Good Jersey cow and
Apply C'oronado hotel.

cash register.

ASSOCIATIONS.

modern

FOR SALE Safe, good as new.
Also cash register. Inquire at Capi-

tal liar.

d

DEMING ROAD.

Generally speaking the road between Deming and Silver City

Side lir.e, new adverGood
commission.
Novelty Co., Lyons, Iowa.

SALESMEN-

-

tising novelties.
Hawkeye

'

FOR SALE 1 horse, saddle and
good fellowship to you from a man
iron
bridle: 12xl!J tept bouse;
when the time comes fr.r action (after uho, although he has never seen you.
bed springs and mattress.
Apply
months and maybe yt n s (if praying feels drawn to you by the kinship of
to !'. A. I'lick, 301
Galisteo St.
W. C. T. 0. NOTES.
and lamenting over ( : 'ing condi- - thought.
tion's) that the Christ!;,!: i people can
a
man
"The only thing that makes
FOR SALE A nearly new Smith
om (he main
be lead straight away
live forever in the hearts of his
Premier No
Typewriter. Also two
"Two voters came (town to tne polls isst,os by any half way plausible plea;
his race is the good
Standard it.cubators, in perfect con-- I
to vote.
not expedient now, not tne riclit. time, countrymen and
Your position in this
that he does.
Fe,
Santa
dition. Apply I'.cx 446
at this time
Sing hey! sing he! for the Crisis had would endanger busiin-.-is an enviable one and I wish
i.N. M.
respect
would hurt you politic.;: , financially,
come;
to extend my congratulations."
The one was a preacher, the other a. socially; just pull
your oppon- Yours respectfully,
AGENTScents for legit.ients at this hill, and Him they will
bloat,
E. H. PRATT.
mate ad., no fal.e, brought us over
some
But each cast his ballot for rum.
other time, and
pull with you at
Anchor
T!) dime:-- , ii'i'Mul' to sell.
so on ad infinitum. Ts it ot strange
A RELIABLE COUGH MEDICINE.
Tinkle This is a beautiful coun- - Novelty Co., Lock I'.x. 41fi, AlleThe one had a license to preach, you to see otherwise capable and reason
Is a valuable family friend. Foley's try we are passing through.
see,
gheny, Pa.
ing individuals, display such guileless
Winkle Not for me. I got stuck
Sing hey! sing ho! for the Crisis simplicity, such inability !o learn by Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
A TRACT of oil land in the Toyah
had come;
experience, such gullibility in swal- - exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th In a horse trade here once
field with an interest in The wells for
The other, a licensed
wasjowing the dose carefully prepared for St., Easton, Pa., states: "Several
,
Straight Goods.
he,
them, by the very men ;:m1 the powers members of my family have been cur-only $10. Price advances soon. Write
Zeppelin Is a sharpshooter
But both pooled their issues for rum. they have been vigorouy denoun- ed of bad coughs and colds by the
for particulars. Toyah Oil & Mineral
Of
he
th"
air; why
use of Foley's Honey and Tar and
Drove bis machine eight hundred miles Co., Ft. Worth, Texas.
cing every day in the year
excepting am
never without a bottle in the
And hit a tree.
The bloat was a brewer quite bold, voting day?
Vntil the professing Christian learns house. It soothes and relieves the ir-- j
ha! ha!
Learn Automobile BusiMEN:
in the throat and loosens up
G t
Too Much for Them.
teach
We
you at home.
ness.
Sing hey! Sing ho! for the Crisis that a prayer, which he is not will-ha- ritation
re- weekly
"So you rode that, toothpick sales- - vou J23 weekly job. $l-come;
iing to make every effort, and sacri-Hi- the cold. I have always found it a
Sold at Capital man out of town on a rail?" inter-- ;
hugged the Book fice to answer himself, is ineffectual liable cough cure."
saintly con-fewhile learning. ROCHESTER Al'TO.
Pharmacy.
and insulting to the .Maker he is
to his breast,
rogated the tourist In the mining SCHOOL. 43. ROCHESTER, N. Y.
'
town.
the bloat hugged his license dressing, he is wasting his breath. It
iis in a manner saying: "O Lord, I
LETTER LIST.
"By George, yes!" thundered the
for rum.
TYPEWRITERS.
know the saloon is a menace and evil,
mayor in the cowhide boots ami red
and repaired. New
Cleaned,
adjusted
List of letters remaining uncalled shirt. "When he tried to sell us toothThe saint said "the time to unite hadjl know it is destroying my children
Ribbons and supfurnished.
platents
an(I my neighbor's children, I'd lose for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N. picks with our names on them he alcome,"
sold, exchanged
Typewriters
plies.
Sing hey!, sing ho! for such bed- my job, I'd lose my money, it is not M., for week ending .Ian. 2S, 1911. most started a fight, but when he and rented. Standard makes bandied
us
we
if
asked
wanted
them
flavored
to
popular
fellows queer;
fight this thing and I'm a If not called for within two weeks
that w;u All repair work and typewriters guarThe bloat promptly answered "Unite 'frnidy cat' any way, but you do it they will be sent to the dead letter with old rose or
Exmore than we could stand, so the anteed. Santa F Typewriter
LOUD, they can't get YOC." God al- - office at Washington.
on my rum,"
231.
Phone
boys just pitched into him. The old change.
ways has and always will, and must
And both voted solid for beer.
Alarid, Josie.
bowie-knifis the ouly kind oi toothaccomplish His work through those
Armijo, Ramos.
FOR SALE All my furniture a!
pick we need in these diggings."
are willing to answer their own
Bradford, Mrs. C. E.
How long will it take the world to;
Hotel. Consisting: Mission
Peerless
Cross, Chas.
learn that the "Wages of Gin is prayers.
Dining Room Set, Reds, Mattresses,
It
The
to
Looked
Him.
Way
Martin.
Chaves.
Death." J. E. Ray in the Christian
"Are you guilty or not guilty?'' Dressers. Chairs. Bed Springs. Rugs.,
Davis, G. H.
INSIDE HISTORY.
Advocate says:5 "How thinly veneerTowel.-asked the judge of the defendant in Hiankets, Comforts, Sheets,
Davis, J. 10.
ed with elements of Christianity must
of
at
line
a
fine
Also
etc.
cigars
a case of assault and battery.
Eutinas Rosario.
Some
be our civilization, when it is concedLetters.
c;.st by the box. This is an opportunI
"I
think
be
must
lionyour
guilty,
Clara.
Green,
and SALOON,
ed by both CHURCH
ity to smokers to purchase high grade
or, answered the defendant.
Gallegos, Lugarda.
that church voters have the political
Battle Creek, Mich Jan.7 '11.
wholesale prices by the lox.
"You
so?"
think
said
the
judge. cigars at
Futieres Felicitas.
power and privilege to vote down and Dr. E. H. Pratt.
and buggy. Call at otli'-horse
T'.ii;
ily
"Don't
know?"
you
Garcilla, Julian.
out the saloon, whenever they can
Suite 1202, 100 State St.,
Hotel.
Peerless
"Well, your honor," answered the
Garcia, Marina.
persuade themselves they want to get
Chicago, Illinois.
prisoner, "it's like this: The plainGarcia, Gorgonio.
rid of it.
My Dear Doctor:
tiff and I were the only ones in the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Gonzales, Jose.
This fact, conceded by both friend
room, and the first thing I knew was Department of the Interior,
"Owing to some disagreement with
Mable.
Herbert,
that I was standing up, and he was
and foe, is evidence conclusive that
United States Land Office.
magazine several years- ago they
Hersch. Helena,
doubled up under the table.
the licensed saloon is with us, because have hprnmo miita i,;,,.
So I
,
Santa Fe, X. M., Jan. 13, 1911.
"
' i"
" . a .laramillo, Juanita.
and
guess you'd better call it guilty."
because, the votes of churchlof ,
Notice is hereby given that the
me
Pherino.
Jose
with
charged
Jaramillo,
.
,.h,L
by
grant its sufferance.
wing-named
claimant has filed nomy s,atener,ts that we
Kirke, Mrs. Leo.
A Slight Jolt.
.
This fact divides between the! iiavC
tice of his intention to make ilnai
Leona.
Lawrence.
sruuiue
testimonial
letters
Church men and the saloon men, the
Here's an account proof in support of his claim under
Diggs (reading)
"It Tina KaAn
Lovato, Antonio.
,ule i10 r,eIraIn
in this paper of a man who paid
responsibility for the wreck and ruin
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
" Polishing the names either
Irving. R. P.
of
for a dog. Now, what do you think 3, 1S01 (26
wrought through saloon operation.
Stats., 854), as amended
or
Libbie.
Ivie,
who
have
physician
of that?
Hence the verv foundation stone
the act of February 21, 1S9U, (27
by
u
to
in
a
Juanita.
Lucero,
Mrs. Diggs Oh, that's all right, I
complimentary way.
which rests the power and privi-te- "
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
"a
have declined to accede to
Lucero, Ramoncita.
suppose.
lege of the licensed saloon to prey on fhe demands
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ.
Bonefacio.
Lucero,
of
But
seem
to
we
that
has!
attorneys
don't
vote.
It
you
Diggs
us is the church man's
S. Ct. Commissioner at Cuba, X. M.,
Miller, Stella.
realize the magnitude of the sum, my on March
learned the price of this vote, get it,'turn these letters over to them,
viz.: Frank E.
10, 1011,
E.
R.
Muller,
am
a
think
Just
dear.
few
ask!nS
men whom I
$10,000 for a pet.
and it
X. M., f r
of Albuquerque,
Sturges,
Chas.
Moore,
deem
t0 be friends to permit me to
Why, that is more than I am worth!
"Sings the song that the Siren sang;
SE
XE
SE
SE
N
the
Ramon.
Munoz,
Mrs. Diggs Yes, but, of course,
reproduce some of their letters over
On the treacherous lovely height,
XW
and NE
of Sec. 10. W
Aurelia.
Martincs,
some
are
othmore
fheir
worth
than
pets
in
summer!
signatures
order to refute
Whose face was as fair as a
SW
XE
XW
of SW
Olivas, Juanita.
ers.
the falsehoods.
day,
aiid SW
W
E
NW
SE
Abel.
Ortega
we nave Hundreds of letters from
as:
And whose heart was as black
of Sec. 11, T.
of XW
SW
Padilla Sista.
A Return Short,
Pnysicians but I esteem the one that
night."
20 X., R. 1 W
X. M. P. M.
Francisco.
Quintana,
with-jyoto
be
wrote
want
to
"If
to
Mrs.
to
me in 1909 among the
you
It is possible for us
up
pray
date,
He names the following witnesses
Rivera, Maximinia.
Hasher, you'll have to get a
out ceasing, sing psnlms daily and in', very Lest particularly in view of the
to prove his actual continuous sdvers
Romero,
Virginia.
remarked young Slopay.
everything give thanks, and yet win fact that it recognizes the work that
of said tract for twenty
Seweil, Harry.
"And if you don't come up to date possession
I have been
our way to the devil.
trying to do partly
years preceding the survey of the
Sanches. Jno. G.
Mr.
with
soon,
your
payments
Slopay,"
If we would walk the golden streets through the little book, "The Road to
viz.:
Sandoval, Simon.
rejoined the landlady, "you'll have to township,
of the city above, we must reform the, Wellville."
E. A. Miera, V. S. Miera, Juan Jose
Sandoval. Carlota.
outside
board."
get
streets of the city below.
"I do not sell or attempt to sell the
Salazar all of Cuba, N. M.
Taylor, Morse.
man- - higher thought which is more
All over this
Any person who desires to pretest
H.
Wheeler, W.
THEY
MERELY
TALK.
and
night, year portant than the kind of food, but i
country, day
against the allowance of said proof,
Earl.
Womaek,
in and year out, generation after gen- have taken considerable pains' to
or who knows of any substantial reaIn calling for these letters
pleait
we are allowing it man- - tend to humanity such facts as
son under the laws and regulations
may state whether "advertised" er not.
cursed by government licensed
come to me on this subject
cf the Interior Department why such
C. BTJRKH,
B.
home
our
altars,
loons, tearing down
In order that your mind may be
proof should not be allowed will be
demolishing our home idols, and m;refreshed 1 am nerewlth enclosing a
given an opportunity at the
THEY GROW
their stead setting up skeletons copy of your gQod ,
time and place to
..
...
... , n
whose "chast v presence haunts like UL LUC nm.
the witnesses of said claimant,
ana
"llle
you will give
ook,
home
smitten
drink
a nightmare every
Good Humor and Cheerfulness
end to offer evidence in rebuttal of
me the privilege of
From
printing this over
submitted by claimant.
Right Food and Drinks.
jthat
X
"Liquor men talk very knowingly of
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
the harmlessness of beer as a bever-l- '
Register.
Per3litted
e
publi-fect- s
Anything
that
interferes
with
beneficial
even
good
laud
its
age, and
health
is apt to keep cheerfluness and
evi-!
Chawles
falsehoods'
as a food, while the facts
During your long night IX THE DISTRIC T COURT IX AXD
that e,thod
good humor in the background.
A watches before the mast don't the
dence that it is the most brutalizing ?nd, undeJ
FOR THE COUNTY. OF SANTA
so
as
I
there
fee1'
would Washington lady found that letting waves seem to talk to you?
know,
of all beverages, and Its victims the
FE, TERRITORY OF NEW MEXOld Salt Yep. But they don't ax
of all be,no breach of the cde of ethics, coffee alone made things bright for
most deliberate,
ICO.
her. She writes:
trust
th'8
winter
foolish
is
weather
questions.
criminals"
In the Matter of Application of A. L.
"Four years ago I was practically
tcontented nd en0"
Note what It is doing In the "Fath-- 1
Kenda'J, Administrator of Estate of
given up by my doctor and was not
His Experience.
erland." It has so impaired the mor-- i
a11 best
Frank Eastman, deceased, to sell
1 am"
ith
to
expected
live
who
,she".
loved
had
Peckem,
and
low-won.
!
long.
nervous
My
als of the German army, and so
real estate of said deceased.
Once
sentence
let
this
fall:
was
system
in
a
bad
condition.
Yours very truly,
ered the vital force of the nation's
" "Tis better to have loved and lost.
NOTICE.
"But I was young and did not want
C. W. POST,
manhood that It has alarmed the
Than never to have lost at all."
Under and by virtue of an Order of
to die so I began to look about for
Dr.
one
who
is
of
statesmen
the
most
the
Pratt,
andj
thoughtful among her
the Court entered in the above er.'l.-le- d
in cause of my chronic trouble. I used
has incited active, official warfare for Prominent and skillful surgeons
Rubbing It In.
cause in the District Court in and
to
have
nervous spells which would
the curtailment of Its use. The Kais-- i America, very kindly granted our r
Sapleigh Yaas, sevewal years ago for the Count of Santa Fe,
Territory
has given another strong proof of quest ia the cause of truth and jus-hi- s exhaust me and after each spell it I fell in love with a girl, but she
ot New Mexico, authorizing and diwould take me days before I could sit
imperial freedom of spirit, and tice.
me, doncher know made a
recting A. L. Kendall, Administrator
condemned the beer drinking habits
up in a chair.
wegular fool of me.
Chicago, Aug. 31, 190C.
of the estate of Frank Eastman, deof the German students, addressing ,ur C W Pont
"I became convinced my trouble
Miss Knox Now, that what I call
ceased, to sell certain pieces and paran earnest protest to them against
shame.
was
I've
a
often
caused
wondered
measly
Battle Creek, Mich.
by coffee. I decided
to
cels of land described as follows:
how
it
drinking practices.
happened.
stop it and bought some Postum.
My dear sir:
Lots Five (5) and Six (6) in Klock
This is German beer and the
"The
first
"I
which
I
to
write
cup,
accordmade
my
express
personal apJ
i
Ten (10) ot the Township Map of
u
auu
ueer ,18 i""""amel
to
More
of
Wisdom.
Pa's
of one of your business ing
directions, had a soothing efthe Town of Cerrillos, County of Sanu growmg m use at an alarming rate preciation
on
Little Willie Say, pa, what is
my nerves and I liked the
metnodSj that of accompanying each fect
ta Fe, Territory of New Mexico, no- ttu" "1U1C
taste.
For
a
time
I
philosopher?"
tu,a" D""U6 - package of your Grape-Nut- s
on
lived
produc.
nearly
ci uniiii ia LUIIVCIUU5 ud lulu a. uii- tion with that little booklet "The Postum and ate little food besides.
Pa A philosopher, my son, Is a tice is hereby given that I, A. L. Kention of drunkards.
man who can generate a dozen good dall, Administrator of the Estate of
A more appro- I am today a healthy woman.
Road to Wellville."
The greatest peril to our sober sons
Frank Eastman, deceased, will s5'l
"My family and relatives wonder and sufficient reasons why other peoand effective
clear
headed
priate,
and daughters today is not whisky
to be perfectly satisfied with the above described property on tha
ought
ple
I
am
if
health-givinthe
same
of
I
auto
person was four
so much, but beer. Beer sold at the presentation
lot in life.
24th day of February, 1911, in front
could scarcely be penned. years ago when I coul-- " do work on their
licensed
saloon, at suggestions
of said property in said Town of Cergovernment's
SOMETHING EQUALLY GOOD.
account of nervousness. Now I am
"Grape-Nut- s
food
a
it
in
is
good
Men's clubs, and Wine served at
rillos, at ten o'clock in the morning.
own
food
in
contained
the
my
but
lit
this
doing
self,
care
housework, take
Women's clubs and Bridge Whist parThe frarden is cheerless, the meadows are
A. 1. KENDALL,
tle article is still better stuff.
of two babies one twenty the other
I
bleak;
ties.
Administrator.
the practice because I two months old. I am so busy that I But the bloom of the rose softly clows on
To the thoughtful person it is a fear- commend
your cheek.
know
strenuousand
the
to
that
time
I
hardly
get
a
write
greed
letter, yet
ful commentary on the sincerity of the
An Apprehava hidden the blue of Foley's Klaney Remedy
latter day Christian, that the licensed ness, the consequent graft and other do it all with the cheerfulness and Gray
ciation.
the
skies;
saloon exists by the leave of and with types of the very and malicious mis good humor that comes from enjoy- But the world Is made
L. McConnell, Catherine St., Elml-ra- ,
bright by the licht
of your eyes.
the consent of the Church of Christ. chief generally can never be cured by ing good health.
N. Y., writes: "I wish to express
"I tell my friends it is to Postum
The concerted action of the Church legislative action.
my appreciation of the great good
are
The
woodlands
are
the
hedges
silent,
the
owe
for
"The
betterment I
my life today."
only hope
could put the saloons of this territory
I derived from Foley's Kidney Remestill.
Read "The Road to Wellville," in But sweetness belongs to the songs that dy, which I used
out of business In 30 days. The con- of the race .rests in individual soul
for a bad case of
you trllL
certed action of the Church could culture.
pkgs. "There's a Reason."
kidney trouble. Five bottles did the
in
this direction,
Ever read the above letter. A new Good-b- y to the
"In taking a step
have written in the Constitution of
blossoms of various hues. work most effectively and proved to
New Mexico a stringent prohibitory your process has been so original one appears from time to time. They But a spell's In the smells of the perfume me beyond doubt it is the most reand unique that it must set a pace for are genuine, true, and full of human
you use.
law.
liable kidney medicine I have ever
S. E. Klser, In Chicago
It
psychological mystery, that other concerns until finally the whole Interest.
taken." Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
j
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Sixty foot cut on Santa

Road.

s

is very good excepting that portion just north of Deming where
there are several miles on either side of the Mimbres River that
the road is in very heavy sand. It is proposed to cross this sand
road with a wearing surface of gravel
by building a sand-cla- y
sand-cla- y
over
foundation. All material necessary for
the
spread
the construction of this road can be found along its alignment. The
water necessary for the bringing of the material to the proper consistency can be gotten from a well located near the central portion
of the road.
The people of Deming have raised money to be used by the
Good Roads Commission in the building of this road and construction work has already been commenced.
LAS VEGAS-SANTFE ROAD.
to Las Vegas so as to make
road
is
the
A floating camp
repairing
it possible for teaming. The Canoncito Hill is avoided in the
new alignment of the road near this place. The camp is now near
Glorieta.
ROAD.

FARMINGTON-GALLU-

great need of a road from Farmington to Gallup and
mail and passenger service and to that end the
for
especially
County of San Juan made a partial survey of the road extending
towards Gallup of that portion lying in that county and the Terri- There is a
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cold-bloode- d

torial Engineer made an inspection of the proposed road. It was
found that this road would cross a country in which it would be
hard to construct a good road on account of lack of water and the
roughness and sandy nature of the country. The distance between
Gallup and Farmington by what is thought to be the best location
for a road would be about one hundred and five miles. Nothing
further has been done towards the construction of same.
CLOUDCROFT-ALAMOGORD-

ROAD.

A proposed road from Alamogordo to Cloudcroft by way of
Dry
Creek, Fresnal Canon and the Middle Fork of Fresnal Creek has
been surveyed by the county and
inspected by the Territorial Engineer. The road, while very scenic if built, is very expensive to
construct, especially that portion of Dry Creek and Fresnal Canon,
in the latter we are afraid that snow will blockade the road in
the winter.
Other roads in Otero County have also been inspected by the
Territorial Engineer.
LAS

VEGAS-MOR-

ROAD

Survey has been completed and work will commence soon on
the building and reconstruction of the road from Las Vegas to
Mora. This road will leave Las Vegas going northeast over the
Mesa, crossing the Sapello at the Sapello concrete bridge, hence
through the canon to Cebolla and up the Cebolla and across the
divide to the Mora River hence to the town of Mora.
This road will cost in the neighborhood of $15,000.00 but ia
fully
justified as it is one of the principal roads of the Territory.
ANTHONY-DON-

A

ANA ROAD.

An examination and recommendation of the construction of
this road has been made. This is a part of the Great Scenic Road
and will extend that part already built by El Paso to the New
Mexico line. A
foundation with a gravel wearing sursand-cla- y

face is recommended.
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Andrews Cash

4

n--

4

$!

Sugar
lbs for

16

Sweet Potatoes

25c.

Fresh Eggs

Fresh Tomatoes lib

20c

"Merritts Best" Butter

Oranges Dz.

20c. to 60c

Lemons Dz.

30c
-

Dz.

Fresh Poultry
and Fish

Fish per

Smelt per

35c

Sausages

-

Every Friday

lb.

Bars Diamond "C" Soap

7

Dressed Hens per lb.

21c

lc

Dressed Springs per lb.

21c

6 Bars Pearl White

Pinto Beans 31b. for

25c

100

Turkey per

25c

-

-

30c

Dressed,

for 65c

20c and 25c
-

lb.

3

100

--

25

Bars Diamond "C" Soap $3.35
Soap

25c

Bars Pearl White Soap

$3.85

Dutch cleanser

25c

Give us your standing order
for fish and poultry.
Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

injured.
Carnations were McKinley's favorite flower don't forget to wear one the

Phone No. 4.

E Its Cut

"
mil mmWtiwH or

Glass

Silverware flat
hollow) Jewelry
of any kindNoveI
ties Filigree Work
Electroliers or any-

thing

of

No piece with- -

ftS. Mark

out this Trade (J?

r H)

cm

it

i

We Guarantee Satisfaction

L'euuiae.

at

SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

FIRST

CLASS

HACK SERVICE

SATISFACTION ASSURED

SV,,

CORRICK'S HACK LINE
popniar'Jrices

Buggies and Saddle Horses

j

THE BIG STORE
Sample Line Ladies Waists
Fifteen

Beautiful

Hundred

sample line of New York's

facturer to be sold at very

entire

Waists,

leading manuLOW

PRICES.

Those waist offerings will more than please
you.

50

cent ON

per

THE

DOLLAR.

The Lot is limited only numbering

H un djr e d

Fifteen

Early choosing will be an advantage to you. All are
new. All are carefully finished. You would'nt hesitate to pay from $3.00 to $5.00 for any of them under
ordinary circumstances
Involved are two styles made of fine quality linen.
One style is trimmed with Persian trimming, one is
embroidery trimmed, with the Dutch neck. Very
popular this season

:::::::::::
::::::::::::

money from
season the sample line will appeal

If you are planning to

waists this
to you.

Cpnr
ociiu

make

I Tc your order if you can't
call at the storei. and

us

....

same will be filled immediately.

Be Sure to examine the line now its
a good stocking.

Nathan Salmon,
Tailor and Clothier.

YOUR BUYING

DO

OR PLACE YOUR

ORDERS WITH

PEOPLE.

N

They are incurring Extra Expense to get outoftown
trade and they make that Expense up ON YOU.

We have been doing business here for 40 years standing back of
every garment we sell with a satisfactory guarantee, both as to
fit and quality, as we have an expert fitter.
We pay salaries and spend our money at homewe are putting in an extensive
assortment of the LATEST and BEST in Street garments for YOUR BENEFIT

DON'T WE

DESERVE

YOUR PATRONAGE?

Our prices will be the lowest possible consistent with the quality you
wish to buy. Our dealing with you will be such as to merit your
trade. We therefore bespeak your patronage and assure you, if
you place orders with outside people, you will sincerely regret it
when you see our line and get our prices.
As a forerunnerwe now have in a new line of the snappiest, latest
and best of shoes in all the latest fads and fancies.

20th. Phone No. 12.
From 27 to 46 Degrees That was
the range in temperature yesterday
and the average relative humidity
was OS per cent. The lowest temperature during last night was 34 degrees
and at 0 o'clock this morning it was
3S degrees.
Yesterday was a warm,
pleasant day, clear in the forenoon be
coming cloudy in the afternoon with It
upper clouds.
The Clarendon Garden Can supply
you with beautiful carnations for
day.
Jack Childers Takes a Hike "Last
Wednesday evening the pay car came
in and Jack Childers, the section foreman that worked west from Cuervo,
made a rush for te car and drew his
,
pay and told his friends he would be
around Thursday morning and, settle up, but when Thursday morning
came Jack Childers had disappeared
and has not been seen in Cuervo
since." Cuervo Clipper.
whether it will be built or not."
Morrison's
Orchestra will play Cuervo Clipper.
Tuesday night at benefit, performance
See the Boy Scouts at the Elks'
at Elks. Don't miss the show.
See Neil Burgess in the County
Hear Miss Hincjos sing and Miss
Fair at the Elks', popular price.
Genevieve Morrison recite, at the Elks
Rodolfio
Muniz's
Funeral The theater, Tuesday, January 31. Benefit
funeral of Rodolfio Muniz took place of Guadalupe church.
this morning from the Cathedral
Santa Fe Passenger Train Leaves
where the "requiem mass was cele-- j Track A broken
rail on the Santa
brated by the Rev. Joseph Pugens, Fe, one mile south of Elmeudorf, Sochancellor of the archdiocese. The corro
county, caused passenger train
pall bearers were George W. Armijo, No. 9 to leave the track, all of the
Benito Chaves, Roman Ortega, David seven
passenger coaches being derailRodriguez, Ramon Trujillo, and Higi-- I ed. No one was injured and a relief
nio Martinez. Interment was in Ro-- j train took the
passengers to San Mar-cia- l
sario cemetery. At the request of the
in time for breakfast.
Among
family, Mr. Armijo said a few words the passengers were Colonel E. W.
at the cemetery thanking the friends Dobson
and Attorney E. L. Medler of
of the deceased for the tribute of re-- J
Albuquerque, and C. Leonard of the
to
Mr. Muniz. Undertaker El Paso Cement
spect paid
Company.
Mulligan and Rising were in charge
of the funeral arrangements.
AUTOMOBILE DEVELOPMENT
McKinley Day, January 29th Don't
MAKES GOOD ROADS.
forget to wear a carnation. You can
get them at the Clarendon
Garden. Lone Star State Is
Being Gridironed
Phone 12.
With Lines Connecting Towns
"Making a Man of Them" by
With Resorts.
system at the Elks'.
Big
K.
Irrigation
San Angelo, Texas, Jan. 28. New
Project "V.
Jones was in Cuervo last Tuesday on Mexico and Texas have taken the In
a motor cycle. He is a son of A. A.
itiative in demonstrating the use of
Jones, of Las Vegas and he Is chief of the automobile for interurban service
the surveying party that is surveying instead of the usual traction
trolley
the Preston Beck Grant for irrigating line. Already from Sonora, far out on
ditches. He stated he had been sur--; the western
plains, for several years
veying that land off and on since the an automobile line has crossed the
middle of June 1909 and had been at
big divide to San Angelo and the railwork continually since September of road. At
a little Gerlast year. He expects to complete man town Fredericksburg,
high up in the mountains,
the preliminary survey in about two is an automobile line that runs over
months. He says the survey is to a
high mountain to connect with the
cover 12,500 acres of land. He stated
railroad to San Antonio. The autothat his father was trying to make mobile line from Torrance to Roswell
a deal with the Santa Fe railroad peo- was
the first automobile road in the
ple to build a line through the grant. country.
Now come the announceA line had been run by the Santa Fe
ment of a new interurban automobile
railroad people but it is undecided line from San Antonio to Sutherland
Springs, thirty miles southeast of that
round
city. There will be several
trips daily with big modern touring
cars to connect that beautiful winter
resort with San Antonio. It will be a
popular trip with the tourists staying
in this city to go out there and drink
of the mineral waters, take the hot
sulphur baths, as well as enjoy the
trip through a beautiful country.
The result of this automobile
is a demand for better roads.
It has educated the farmers to see
the saving in having good roads, and
Considered
road improvement and road building
is going on in nearly every communiWorld's
ty. While it is not generally known,
it is a fact nevertheless, that Texas
will have one of the longest automobile roads in the United States when
a few unfinished links are completed.
This road will extend from Houston
to Brownsville, by the way of Corpus

JULIUS H. GERDES

The Cash Store

The Popular Gift Store.
S.

DoN't

Yours for Square Dealing on Quality Goods

quality in

our line.

$

SI.

With
Charged
Burglary Pedro
Ilerera, charged with burglary, was
bound over to the grand jury at Kl
Paso. Bond was placed at $300.
More Than Two Hours Late San
ta Fe train Xo. 10 from the south,
was more than two hours late this
afternoon.
Boy Scouts in uniform are admitted
free tonight at the EU;s' theater.
Ehle Sells His Ranch Edward Ehle
of Las Cruces and formerly of Santa
Fe, sold to Dominic Fiero, of Socorro,
his ranch for $4.5X10. This ranch lies
between Las Cruces and Dona Ana
on the Alameda road and comprises
SO acres, all tfhder cultivation.
Appointed-Ju- dge
Jury Commissioners
John R. McFie today appointed
as jury commissioners:
Paul A. F.
Walter, Frank Owen and Epimenio
Mestas, the last named being of Santa Cruz.
Runaway Horse This forenoon the
horse attached to A. Aland's express
wagon made a frantic dash from
Grant avenue up Palace avenue to the
Plaza and dropped to the pavement
just as it had rounded the New Mexican corner. Fortunately, no one was

35c

lt

FinestNewestMost Extensive Lines of Suits, Skirts, Wraps
and Spring AppareIEver Seen in Santa Fe ::
:: ::

See Clancy iu his heroic stunts at
the Elks'.
Benefit Performance for Ouadnhme
church at JOlks' theater, Tuesday,

Dz.
21b.

We wish to announce that we have, on the way, one of the

Beautiful
Violets At the Claren-!;don hardens. Phone Xo. 12.
You will find lull Wall l'aper at

January
4!b

Large Bananas

s;niionary temperature.

00

SI

A

JXnver,
Colo., Jan. 2S.
Tin' forecast is cloudy tonight
and Sunday. Local rain with

Grocery and Bakery
00

SATURDAY, JANUARY 28, 1911.

Kinet-oscop-

e

CHOCOIATES

Are

to be

The

Finest

You

will never

devel-oume-

Krow low 5ood

G&rdy goj

Christi, Kingsville and other Intermediate points. Connecting with this
at Corpus Christi will be another

Always fresl&t

road to San Antonio. This will be
sumcompleted during the coming
mer.
With the completion of a few short
stretches, another road will be continuous from San Antonio to Laredo,
150 miles south.
This auto way,

be
tillyoutry tlese
ZOOK'S
PHARMACY.

when the unfinished links are completed, will be almost 1,000 miles In
length. But long as this is, It is but
the beginning of auto roadways in
Texas. Already a line stretching
'

j

The Cash Store

across the state from east to west is
projected and another from the Red
river to the Gulf, crossing the state
north and south. In no part of the
country, perhaps, is the automobile
playing such an important part in
rapid transit as in Southwest Texas.

case of Special Agent I. K. McClure
of the Santa Fe railroad, who is missing, have been received here, except
that his body has not yet been found
If McClure met death, it is thought it
was in the discharge of his duty in
trailing thieves who broke into a Santa Fe box car. The police are workneed
has
of
a
Every family
good, ing on the case, which occurred Satreliable liniment. lor sprains, bruiurday night or early Sonday morning
ses, soreness of the muscles and rhe- near
Gallup, McKinley county.
umatic pains there is none better
How McClure Met Death.
than Chamberlain's. For sale by all
A dispatch from Albuquerque, says
dealers.
that Billy Olds, former Arizona ran- j ger and now special oficer of the San--I
SIXTEEN COUNTIES
territorial
GIVE 15,429. ta Fe, and John Collier,
j mounted
reached Albu
policeman,
querque last night from Abo and de--j
(Continued trom rage One.)
parted this morning with a posse to
at least GOO. The vote for the consti- follow the trail of the men they be
lieve killed L. K. McClure, the officer
tution was 1,089 and 432 against.
of the Santa Fe, who has been missLincoln County.
It is thought
For. Against. ing since Wednesday.
that McClure may have been killed
Lincoln
13
Las Palos
66
by a homesteader near Abo.
San Patricio
85
Reports have been received that
Picacho
14
a fight took place near Abo and that
Reventon
21
about twenty shots were fired. It is
9
Richardson
thought that McClure surprised robJicarilla
10
bers in the act of pilfering freight
White Oaks
59

from a Santa Fe freight car and that
a duel ensued in which McClure was
killed. No trace of the body of McClure was found and it is thought
that the robbers, after killing him, secreted his body to avoid detection. It
may have been burled in under a cellar beneath the house which they occupied and search will be made today.
It is said that the Santa Fe officials
believe that the men who killed McClure belong to a loosely organized
gang which extends from the 'ity
along the entire length of the Eastern railway of New Mexico.
NEW

i

'Capitan
Ruidoso
Nogal
Bonito
Cqrona
Carrizozo
Oscuro
Ancho

........

28
6
16
35
3

39
21
4

Totals
211
218
Majority against 7.
Thirty Precincts Missing.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
has received the election, returns
from all but thirty of the twelve hundred or so precincts of the territory
The lack of these thirty precincts
has prevented the compilation of official returns thus far from Union,
Taos,
Quay, Roosevelt,
Socorro,
Otero,. Lincoln, Sierra, Grant
and
Eddy counties.
Application Withdrawn.
The First National Life and Accident Insurance company of Pierre,
South Dakota, which has just been ex-

MEXICO

LAWS, RILES AND FORMS.
Published September, 1910. All Laws on
all Classes of Corporations, on Banking
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc Complete Rules and Forms for Filing.

935 Pages, $7.00
Write for Circular.

C. F. KANEN. Santa

Fe,

N.

That the New Year we are just entering may be
for each and every one, a Happy New Year; a
VPar full nf Health and DrncnoriTi,. U'lt, 1UV,
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be

Our Wish
I

Will Trade With
H. C. Yontz

mm

San Francisco St.

UNLY

FIVE
OUNCES

,

Price

amined by the insurance department,
has requested the department to allow it to withdraw its application papers for admission to the territory,
which request has been granted.

$2.00

Notary Appointed.

Governor Mills has appointed W.
Frank Walkowiak of Roy, Mora
county, a notary public.
Investigating Murders.
The mounted police are busy with
three murders or. alleged
murders
that have come to light One is the
supposed murder of Miss Nora Stuart
whose death recently was thought at
first to be due to suicide, but upon
he discovery that bullets from a 44
caliber rifle had entered her back
and from other suspicious circumstances it is thought she may have
been murdered. It is said that a family row may be at the bottom of the
tragedy. Her body will be disinterred and the coroner of Guadalupe
county will likely hold an Inquest to
determine how she met death. Further details of the tragedy are awaited here.
No further news bearing on the

CORPORATION

The Ideal Strapper for Gillette Blades
It is light, compact, and easy to operate.

Simply

insert'the blade and the strapper does the rest.

We carry a complete line of cutlery,
safety, and old style razors, strops,
brushes, soaps, etc,

The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

M.

